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ACT

This research studied death anxiety in fifty-four

chronic renal faílure patients, half of whom were being main-

tained on chronic dialysis and half of whom had receive¿l kial-

ney transplants. Patients were given the Templer Ðeath Anxiety

Sca1e, Ëhe Tennêssee Self concept Scale, the lnternal, Powerful

Others, and Chance Scales, and the MMP I deníal-, anxiety, and

depression scales. Two death questionnaires \¡/ere administered

duríng interviews vrith the patients. Three major hypotheses

\ntere tested.

l"- High seJ-f-estêem patiênts lnterê expected to report

lower death anxiety than were low self-esteem patients- ft¡is

hypothesis was not supported. As exPêcted, there was a strong

trend in thê predicted direction, but this difference \^/as not

statistical-ly signif icant.

2. Patients vrith an internal- Iocus of control orienta-

tion were expectêd to report lower cleath anxiety than vrêre pa-

tients $tith a chance or po$terful others orientation- This hy-

pothesis was not supported.

3. Patients with an internal- orientation were expected

to have rnad.e more anticipatory preparations for their possible

death tÏ¡ an were patients with a chance orientation- lfhis hy-

pothesis was confÍrmed.

Further predictions regarding overall treatmênt group

differences v,¡ere not supported. As expected, transplant
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patíents obtained higher mean self-esteêm scores than dial-ysís

patients, and dialysis patients had higher mean scores than

transplant patients on the powerful others locus of control

orientation. These differences were not statistical-J-y sig-

nificant. Tlre two groups \^tere nearly equivalent on mean death

anxiety scores and internal locus of control scores.

Modê of treatmenÈ was contrasted for all variables

studied to assess which ones might differentiate bet\^teen

dial-ysis and transpl-ant patients. Discríminant function

analysis predicted correct group membêrship for 70.4 percent

of the transplant patients and 74.0 percent of the dialysis

patient,s, or 72.2 percênt of the total population. Tlrese

predictions utíl-ized coefficients based on the variable sub-

group of death anxiety, anxiety, depression, internal locus

of control, and length of treatment.

Sourcès of death anxiety, assessed by having patients

rank order anxiety arousing statements, were consistent in

focusing around the fo ll-o¡¡iring areas of concern: grief caused

to relatives and friends; the possibility of a painful death;

no longer being able to care for clependents r ile ath as facing

the unknown; and death as Èhe end of experiences.
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A BAD DAY AAID A GOOD DAY

As I 1ay alone abed
Without a thought of cure,
And the frustrations of life
SËiIl I must end.ure.

I, to myself, no hope can give.
WhV then, should f furthêr wish to live?

But wait--
unknown, some word or perhaps some deed.
Of rnine may enter a soul in need,
And strengthen his faith,
And lessen hÍs grief.

Oh Lord--
Forgíve me, my dísbelief.

Stavus Barton
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION

In tracing the history of psychology, one finds that

it origínated in thoughËs about death. Preliterate man came

cl-osest to clefining mental life in his considerations of
death. Manrs "soul" or "gpírit" was regarded as "that-\"/hich-

depàrts" either temporarily from the body, as in d.reams, or

permanent.ly from the corpse in death. T'he more sophisticated

Greek concepÈ of "psyche" was largely an elaboration of " that-

.which-departs. " fhus, the anticípated l-oss of onêrs most

valued possession, the "psyche" or "soul, " qenerated not only

the discipj-ine of phil-osophy, but also its offspring, psy-

cho&ogy (Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, L972, pp" 1-3).

Ðeath has bêen deal-t with in as many different ways

as there are different cultures. From earliest times, how-

ever, it is clear that death was recognized as an event

charged \^¡ith great emotional- significance (Tolmbee, 1968).

The questions of why some people evidence a greater fear of

death than others, and exactJ-y what ít is that is feared

about death, have aroused curiosity but litÈl-e research atten-

tion. Thus, this research study will be of an information
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gathering and exploratory nature, vtith the following 9oa1s:

(1) To examine variables of self-esteem and l-ocus of control,
which may impede or promote copíng vTith the anxiety experienced

when facing personal death, and (2) To investigate thê sources

of death anxiety and thus attempt to specify \^/hat it is about

death that is feared-

In studying the psychologically stressful- impact in-

volved in facing the reality of personal death, chronic renal

fail-ure patients are an appropriate arrd novel population.

Because of the recency of the development of dialysis treat-

ment and of kidney transpl-antation, upper l-imits for the

length of survival have yet to be reLiably established (fhe

Lancet, L97O). Depending upon medical complications which

vary across individuals, the majority are not. in any ímmediate

danger of dying. llowever, they have been forced. to face the

issue of death in very personal terms, unlike many of the

subjects with whom death has been studied in prior investiga-

tions. ftrus, they have both the occasion and the op-

portunity to consider the real possibility of dying and to

develop an attitude or philosophy toward this inevitable state

of affairs. " (Norton, L969 ' p. 722).

fhe following review covers the characterístics of

chronic renal failure patíents, the population in this study,



and the issues and relevant research pertaining to death

anxíety.

chronic Renal- Failure

Normal kidney function is essential to maintain the

physiologically constant internal state of the body. Through

the processes of glomerular filtration, tubul-ar reabsorption

and secretion, and by varying the vo lume and concentration of
urine produced, the kidneys regulate the removal of metabolic

waste products, the volume of body fluids, and internal chemi-

ca1 homeostasis. lÍhe body's total vo lume of blood is fil-tered
through the kidneys approxímatel-y twenty-fíve times per day,

al-J.owing the kidney processes to maintain a relatively stable

blood composítion of vital- elements, regardless of the per-

son's variation in dietary and fluid intake (Nosé, 1969;

wills, 1971).

Chronic progressive uremia is a terminal- illness for

which therê is no cure. The inevitable result is permanently

diminished or destroyed kidney function, J-eading either to

death or to an alternatíve form of medical- intervention after

conservative methôds of treatment have beên exhausted. cur-

rently, the tfio al-ternatives to certain death are chronic

dialysis and/or renal transplantation (Schreíner, L969).

Chronic díaLr¡sis

In historical perspective, dialysis is the first suc-

cessful attempt at mechanically simulating the functions of a
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compl-êx living organ (Bluemle, 1971). It has been possible,

in theory, to artificiall-y maintain the l-ife of fatally ill
uremic patíents since the devèlopment of an experimental

"artificial kídney" by Abel, Ro\^rntree, and. Turner in 191-3.

Ito\^rever, this method of treatmênt did not begin to approach

practicability until the development of the rotating drum

dialyzer in The N¡etherlafrds by Kol-ff in the early 1940s

(Kolff, L965). Early attempts to trêat uremia patients by

repeated dialyses \^tere general-J-y unsuccessful because of the

Iimited rrumber of bl-ood vesseL cannulation sites . Ho\4rever,

in 1960 Quinton, Dil-l-ard, and Scribner solved. the problem of
permanent cannulation with the development of an arterio-
venous Teflon shunt. Concurrêntly, the first successful ap-

plicatíons of dialysis to the long-term treat¡nent of chronic

renal faílure were reported at thê Uníversity of Washington

School of lvledicine in Seattle (Scribner, et aI, 1960), and

at the Georgetown University Hospital in I'lashington, Ð.c.

(Maher, et al, L960).

To achieve an optimal l-eve1 of general health, pa-

tients must be dial-yzed three times a week for a period of

eight to ten hours per treatment. Íhe patient's blood supply

is connected to the artifícial kidney either by means of an

arteriovenous shunt or, in the case of an internal fistul-a,

by means of venipuncture. Subsequentl-y, the patientts total

blood supply is extracorporally passêd Ëhrough the dialyzer

on one side of a cellophane mêmbrane, virith a speciall-y
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prepared díalysis bath on the ot]ìer side. This cel-lophane

membrane closely approximates the kidney's glomerular capil-

1ary, with about the same pore radius and the sarne magniÈude

of permeability to various díssolvable substances in the

blood. The medbrane is permeable to mol-ècul-ar diffusion in

both directions; noxíous el-ements of abnormally high concen-

tration may be removed. from the blood, and substances of ab-

normally low concentration may be added to the blood. E>.cess

fluid ís removed. from the blood by ultrafiltration (MerríIl,

L952, l-960). Because the artificial kidney machine only

approximates normal kidney function and treatment is inter-

mittent, patients must adhere to rigid fluid and dietary re-

strictions when not on dialysis.

Renal- transplantation

The first attempted human kidney transplantation in

1936 was followed by a series of other unsuccessful attempts

through the 1940s (Schreiner, l-969). In J-956, the first suc-

cessful transplant, between identical twins, was reported

from the Peter Bènt Brigham Hospital in Boston (Merrill, êt

al, 1956). Due to improved surgical techniques, drug ad-

vances in the ear1y 1960s to hèl-p prevent organ rejection

anil life-threatening infections, and better selection of

donor kidneys, overall transplant survival, regardless of

the source of donor organs, has been greatly improved

(nubini & Goldman, L968; Schreiner, L969). fhese advances

have resulËed in kidney transplantation becoming the most
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frequently used and most successful procedure in the field of
organ transplantation (Bernstein, I97L).

In terms of the quality of life pêrmitted, transplant
patients have considerabJ-y greater freedom than do patients

on chronic dialysis. This freedom, b.ov/ever, is accompanied

by the ever-present threat of rejection, the risk of infec-
tion and malignancy as a result. of immunosuppressive drugs,

and thê possibility of the acquisition by the transplaated

kidney of the original disease (Schreiner, 1959).

Psìzchological aspect.s of treatment

Several authorities (Ebra & Tot-]r,, L972¡ Sand, et al-,

1966; Schreiner, 1969; Shea, et a1, L965) have stressed the

critical- importance of psychological factors. In the absence

of severe medica.l- prol¡lems, these become the most critical
determinants of success or failure of treatment and rehabili-
tation. Selection of candídates generall-y has been baseal on

looth medical and psychological criteria.
On occasion, psychological- problems of an extreme

nature associated with dialysis treatment have led to:
1. Termination of treatment (Bro\"n, eE aL, L962¡

GoI:zal.ez, et al, L963; Ratan & Lewis, 1966)

2. Severe depression (Gombos, et aI, L964¡ Gonza]-ez,

et aI, 1963; Kemph, L966t Ratan & I-,ewís, 1966; Shea, et aL,

1e6s)

3. Psychosis (Brown, et a1, 1962; Cooper, L967;

Goîzalez, et. al, 1963; Kemph, L966)



4. Delusion of spontaneous recovery which resulted.

in death (Abram, J.968 )

5. Psychotic deníal of illness (Abram, 1968, 1969b)

6. Patients 3 refusal- of further treatment (Brandon,

et al, L961, 1962r McKegney & Lange, 1971; Ratan 6¡ Lewis,

1966; Schreiner & Iulaher, 1965 )

7- Body image disturbances and "ufiìbilical" fantasies
( Shambaugh, et aI, 1967; fvright¿ et a1, 1"966), fantasies of a

sick puppet control-l-ed by strings (Kemph, L966), and fantasies

with an underlying science fiction or Frankenstein theme

(Abram, 1969b)

fhese occurrences of extreme psychological breakdown

are not, however, represent.ative of the majoríty of patients

currently being rnaintained on dialysis. To some extent, they

\¡7ere a function of the problems inherent in the development

and rapid expansion of a radical-ly new and. stressful treat-

ment. fn general, it is held that the chronic stresses of

diaj-ysis treatment magnify pre-existing emotional- problems.

Because these patients must cooperate to such a significant

extent in the management of their il-lness, selection proce-

dures tend to eliminate those indívidua ls whose lack of emo-

tional stability $roul-d. constitute a barrier to successful

treatment managêment.

Adherence to rígid fluid and dietary restricËions is

more crucíal- for dialysis patients than is the case in many

other il-lnesses because of the immediately resultant danger
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to their life and general health. Several accounts have re-
ported v/hat has been referred. to as "suicide binges,' by pa-

tients \n/ho se extreme violations of dietary restrictions have

resulted in theír death (Abram, 196A ¡ Abram, et al-, 197L;

Glassman a Siegel, 1970; ,fohnson, et aI, L97O; Kaplan-De-

Nour & Czaczkes, L972; National Dialysis CoÍìrnittee, 1966).

Patients may manifest a preoccupation w ith food in terms of
conversational- topics (Shea, et aI, 1965), and in reporting
dreams simil-ar to those e>çerienced by prisoners of war

(Cramond, et al, 1967).

coldstein and Reznikoff (197L) offered an al-ternate

explanation for "suicidal behavior. " fhey proposed that one

of the ways by which dialysis patients cope r"¡ith the continu-

ous responsibil-ity and anxiety occasioned by foIIowíng a

rigid treatment regimen to maíntain their life is by adopting

an external locus of control, with the result that his
lrehavior is no l-onger perceíved as life-sustaining and a

threatening area of responsibiliÈy is avoided. " (Goldstein a

Reznikoff, L97L, p. L205).

Dependency is a problem inherent in the treatment of
any chronic illness. " Sometimes diagnosis is the beginning

of a cure, but for the patient with a chronic or crippJ-ing

ill-ness it is an admission that complete cure is unattain-
able." (Krupp, 1968, p. L09). For the chronically i1-1- pa-

tient, regression and dependency represent a tempting

retreat from the oven/'¡helming and unsatisfying task of incom-

pJ-ete rehabilítation. " (Krupp, 1968, p. 111).



In thÍs regard., many reports Ïrave mentioned the

dependency-independency confl-icts related to treatment as a

major psychol-ogical probl-em in chronic dialysis treatmênt

(Abram, L96A, L969a, 1974¡ Kaplan-Dê-Nour, et al-, L96B;

Kapl-an-Ðe-Nour, 1970; Kapl-an-De-Nour & czaczkes, !974¡

Kemph, 1966; Reichsman & I'evy, L974; Shal-don, l-968; Wright,

et a1, 1966). Being dependent on a machine and treatment

staff for the continuation of their l-ives, yet êxpected to

function indepenclently when not on dialysis, sets up a di-

chotomous gap that ís often difficul-t to bridge.

Because he is expected to lead a 'normal' existence
outside of the dialysis unit, he is thrown ínto an
extreme conflict- He must
reject tJre 'sick role' and the secondary gains of
his chronic il-l-ness and accept instead the responsi-
bil-ities of Líving and the struggle for survival.
(Abram, L969a, p. 87).

fhis predicanent is compounded if tfte patient does
not feel healthy and if post-dialysis l-èthargy, in-
tercurrenÈ infections, anemia, and other medical-
problems are troublesome. (.Abram, L974, p. 5L).

Kaplan-Ðe-Nour, Shaltiel, and Czaczkes (1969), in referríngt

to the strong dependency themes noted on psychological tests,

have hypothesized that a major problem of patíents on dialysis

". . .is the dependency, the aggression resulting from it,

and the need to bl-ock any expression of this aggression."

(Kaplan-De-Nour, et al-, 1"968, p. 531-).

It is not uncommon for the anger resul-ting from the

narcissistic bl-ow to a patient's concept of physícaI "who1e-

ness" from the loss of a body function or organ to be dis-

placed to the medical staff, with no recognition of the
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intrinsic anger by tlìe patiênt (Beard, L969; Stein, et aI,
1969). Further, patients may defend againsË their consequent

Io\^rered self-esteem by projecting their anger (Tuckman, 1970),

or may express irrational- anger tovTard the medícal- staff for
their faílure to be onmipotent (Cramond, et al, 1967). Rarefy,

however, are these feelings of hostility verbalized towards

the doctors; they are more often displaced on to the hospital,
other staff personnel, or the machine (ÐaLy, 1969r Kapl-an-De-

Nour, I97O). Patients may endow the machíne with human feel-
ings, see it as enjoying a feeJ-íng of pov/er because of their
d.ependence upon it, and even have a desire to destroy it
(Abram, L969b; Coopêr, L967).

Shaldon (1968) has pointed out that in addition to
being economical1y wise to involve patients as much as possíble

in their o\^tn hospital treatment, it also changes their atti-
tude. They become less clependerit on the hospital staff, J-ess

anxious, and show l-ess resentment engendered by dependence.

fn an attempt to cornbaÈ the problem of dependency, as

weII as to provide a l-êss expensive and broader inode of treat-
ment, th.e first home dial-ysis treatment was begun in Seattle

in 1964 (Eschbach, et al, 1967) . In general-, this mode of
treatment has been quíte successful, to some extent because

patient selection favored the most highly motivated and co-

operative patients free from other physicaL complicaÈions

such as cardiovascular and cerebrovascular compl-ications.

Gêneral-ly the incidence of serious complícations has been
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(Cummings, 1970; Ebra & Toth, 1972; Goldstein, 1971; Goldstein
6. Reznikoff, L97L¡ Kaplan-De-Nour, L969; MacNamara, 1967,

Reiclrsman & Levy, L974; Sviland, 1971).

F"ear of death, loss of income, reductions in family
and social status, uncertainty about the future,
1ack of stamina, changes in body image, and worry
about additional medical probJ-ems al-I contríbute to
one of the most stressful life situaÈions imaginable.
In attempting to cope with the stress, studies reveal
that the chronic hernodialysis patient utilizes massive
amounts of denial- to block aspects of his environment.
that, if perceived, would result in anxiety (Goldstein
& Reznikoff, L971, p. L205).

fhe prominence of denial- has also been reflected in
test scores on the Minnesota Mul-tiphasic personality fnventory
(MMPI ) ailministered to dialysÍs patients (Goldstein, L97L;

Sand, et al-, L966; Short & VfiJ-son, l-969; Svilanð., I97L¡ Wright,

et al, L966). At the s ame time, the Lowered anxiety scale

revealed the effectiveness of denial. Under the added stress
of physical compl-ications patiênts used even more d.ênial, re-
sulting in a yet more pronounced MI4P t configuration (Short &

Wilson, L969).

fn other test administrations, dial_ysis patient.s evi-
denced a high sense of vrell- being on the California personal_ity

Inventory with concurrent 1or,r7 anxiety and depression scores

on the Shipman Anxiety and Ðepression Scal_e, in marked con-

trast to their actual cl-inical appearance (classman & Sieqel,

L97O), and ratings not significantly different from normal in
terms of personal happiness (vfright, et aI, i.966).
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. . . it is striking to note that on a eonscious
level the díalysis patiênts claim just about the
same d.egree of happiness as Èhat indicated by the
normal group. Less conscious feelings about per-
sonal dissatisfaction associated with beíng a
dialysis patient are revealed by the fact that pa-
tients see their fellow patíents as relatively less
happy than they themselves claim to be. fn other
words, 'kidney patiênts r as a group are seen as
relatively less happy altholrgh the indiviitual- denies
this in refêrence to hirnself . (Wríght, et. aI, L966,p. 6Ls).

The use of deníal to some exÈent can be beneficial_ ín
preventing the patient from being overwhe lmed by anxiety and

in al-Iowing a more gradual transition to the reality and de-

mands of his il-lness (HaÍiburg & Adams, 1967). "Denial of the

exter¡t and functionai- impact of both acute and. chronic disease

is a common psychological- defense and, used up to a point,
permits a patient to rlive with his illness.',, (Wright, et
a!, L966, p. 614).

Further, Sviland (I97L) found that ". . . successful-

adaptation to a home dialysis program and successful rehabili-
tation were primarily related to the qual-ity of the patientrs
functioning psychol-ogical defense mechanisms." (Sviland,

l97J-, p- 296). Patients with effective denial were found to

be generally more cooperative in terms of dietary and dialysis
management requirements and to evidence significantly better
work rehabilitation. As J-ong as the utilization of denial

does not exceed optimal limits and become so massive as Èo

prevent cooperation \n ith treatment requirements, ". . . the

use of denial as an adaptive mechanism not only heJ-ps Èhe
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patient cope with the stresses of dialysis, but helps the pa-

tient to cooperate with the treatment regime and to carry on

?ris previous life style." (SviJ-and, I97L, p. 297).

HovTever, the mechanism of denial and patients' feel-
ings of isolation in their stressful situatíon may signífi-
cantly affect their families, who must also make mapy adapta-

tions. While the patient is forced to yield more and. more

responsibilities at home, the famíly shares the repeated

stresses and disappoíntments, and tl.e continuous uncertainty
wears tlrem down (HendJ-er, et aL, !967¡ Shambaugh, eE aL, 1967 7

Shambaugh & Kanter, f969). Initial hope becomes weary acconmo-

dation, and spouses may begin to question thê decision to con-

tinue with d.ialysis (Short & l,üilson, 1969).

It is essent.ial to keep in mind that prolongation of
l-ife involves not only adding time to the l-ength of
I-ife, but, it also ínvolves the matter of the quality
and r^torthhrhileness of the life that is thus prolonged.
Patients with renal failure fear that their lives
will be cut short by an untimel-y death, and as we
listen closely, we also hear these same patients ex-
press their fears t}rat even if they live, their lives
may not be acceptable. fhis fear of death, coupled
$/ith a fear of life, is the di lenuna of the patient
with chronic renal failure. (Beard, 1969, p. 373).

The majority of chronic renal fail-ure patients have

been subjected to the psychological stresses hereinabove men-

tioned, since most undergo dial-ysis for varying periods prior

to receiving a transplant. For those patients, Ïrowever, who

d.o receive transplants, the psychological focus, in addition

to the continuing fear of rejection, generally concerns feel-

ings of rebj-rth, concern with body darnage, and guilt of the
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recipient (Abram, L972¡ Cranonð,, L967 ¡ Crombez & Lefebvre,

1972; Kemph, L967, 1970; Kemph, et a1, L969; Muslin, l97I).

Reportedly, it is not uncommon for recipients to view

their transplant as a sldnbolic rebirth, perhaps accompanied

by some special tâsk to fulfill in their second. chance at life.

Patients often speak of changed valuês and attitudes, and a

deeper outlook on life; príor rel-igious convictions may be

intensífied (Abram, !972¡ Cranond, L967¡ Muslin, L971). In

some casês, patienÈs ?rave made radical changes in their life

style, suc?r as leaving the "rat race" of the competitive busi-

ness world (Abram, L972).

concern with body damage may be exhibited not onl-y in

regard to the transplanted kidney, but also evidenced in fears

erçressed about possíbJ-e damage to sexual organs and function-

ing (Cramond, L967 t Kernph, ]-966, L97O). Patients may oçeri-

ence the feel-ing of a ctranged body configuration, as though

the new organ \^¡ere " sticking ouU' (Muslin, 1971) .

Kidneys for transplartt are obtaíned from two sourcês:

êither from a living related d.onor or an unrelated cadaver,

deemed genetical-J-y suitable ín either case. Hoü7ever, psycho-

]-ogical tests have tended to show guiJ-t reactions on the part

of recipients regardless of tl.e source of their transplant

(Abram, 1972; Kemph, et al, 1969; Kemph, 1970). Stories in

resporì.se to Thematic Apperception Test pictures often refl-ected

Ëheme s of robbery, with af} accompanying punishment theme for

having stolên something beJ-onging to someone else (Kemph, L967).
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In the case of a cad.aver donor, the strong wish for a trans-
plant, either as a life-saving measure or to escape from the

chronic stress of dialysis, may be accompanied. by the uncom-

fortabl-e realization that one is waiting, or even perhaps

i^tishing for the death of another (Abram, L972). Inhile this
ambivalent conflict may be rationalized at an intellectual
I-evel, e.9., rHe [tne donor] was going to die an]May: I'm

gl-ad r cou1d, use his kidney.' (AJoram, 1972, p. 1537), underly-

ing guiJ-t may produce feelings of at least partial responsi-

bility for the cadaver donor's de ath (Kemph, 1970).

Guilt feel-ings are generally intensified, as weJ-I as

conplicated by êmotional relationships, when the donor is a

relative.

After the operation the recipients tended to feel
guil-Ëy about taking advantage of the donors. lfhey
routinely stated that Ëhey were the ones who had the
illness; other people should not have to suffer for
ít. They often already felt guiJ-ty as though they,
because of past misdeeds, deserved their il-Lness;
the fact that a relative had to give up a kidney for
thêm onl-y added to their guiJ-t. Occasionally guiJ.t
caused them to fear that the donor might be killed
by the operation and then they wouJ-d have this added
burden of guiJ-t to bear. (Kemph, et a1, 1969, p. 1488).

Treatment mortalitv
croup mortality figures for dialysis and transplant

patients are comparable (Rubini & coldman, 1968). fhe mor-

tal-ity risk, Ìrowever, is higher in the transplant gÍroup, i.e.,

a transplant patient is a greater medical risk if rejection

occurs. Simil-arly, the greaÈest period of mortality risk for

dialysis patienÈs is within the first year of treatment (Ttre

Lancet, 1970).
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Cul-tural milíeu

As several authors (Hinton, L967; Kastenbaum &

Aisenberg, L972¡ Na},L ' 1965) have pointed out, one of the most

sal-ient features of our present cul-ture is man's continually

increasing abil-ity to control the physical environment. The

publicity attendant upon numêrous and startLing scientific ad-

vances has tended to promote the cultural expectation that

man, through scíence, is equal- to the sol-ution of al-most any

probS-em. fhe gtaring exception to our scientific prowess, of

course, is the phenomenon of death. "llere man, with al-l- his

cleverness, is powerless. He may postpone death, he may as-

suage its physical pains, he may rational-ize it away, or deny

its very existence, but escape it he cannot. " (wahl, 1965,

p. 57). ¡Iowever, the inescapable fact of personal- death im-

pels some kind of solution. tnasmuch as it has not come from

science, the cultural tendency has been to resort to irration-

a1 defenses (wahl, 1965). llhese Ïrave mainly consisted of vari-

ous forms of denial. In many ways, our culture is one which

promotes insul-ation from death. T'he word death itself has

been replaced by various euphemisms, greater longevity means

that death is no longer a constant menace to the general popu-

lation from early childhood on, Ètrose most susceptibl-e to

death (i.e., the sick and the eJ-derly) have been relegated to

a semi-invisibl-e state in institutional- settings, and an
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expensive funeral industry offers protêction from thê reality

of de ath by corpse beautífication to creatê an ill-usion of

temporary sleep (Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1972; Kubler-Ross,

1969; Wahl, 1965). "Perhaps more than any other society the

r^rorld has knor^rr¡, we have succeeded in re legating death to a

small, peripheral corner of our conscious rnental life."
(Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, ]-972, p. 2O7).

In aildition, Tolmbee (1968) has pointed out that the

rise of Christianity, with its bel-ief in personal immortality

of the human souJ-, placed man in a central- position in his

i-ife in thís world and in later life after death. Ho\^tever,

the religious recession in the lüestern r^rorld, with the con-

current turning of interest to scíence and technology, has

reduced man's position to one of insignificance in space and

time. lfhe decline in relígious bel-ief , however, has not been

replaced by any alternative philosophy, and the questions for-

merly satisfied by adherence to religious faith have simply

Èencled to be postponed or ignored. "As a resul-t, when death

does come, it. tends to catch us more than ever unprepared. r'

(¡linton, L967, p. 8).

Theoretical viewpoínts

Psychoi-ogical theories Ïrave general-Iy agreed that the

affect relatêd to personal- de ath is anxiety. Ho\ntever, there

Ïras been divergence over t!'ro íssues. fhe first is related to

the nature of death anxiety, i.e., whether it is a primary or
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a derivatíve affect. The second issue is concerned with the

role of death anxiety wíthin the process of psychological de-

velopment.

Psychoanalytic Èheory Ïras regarded death anxiety as a

second.ary phenomenon, and as peripheral to one's psychological

or personality dêve lopment. Freud believecl the ego to be in-

capable of conceptual-izing personal ileath. Thus, he initíally

assigned de ath anxiety a relatívely minor role in his theory,

as a d.erívative of oedipal problems. "Two antecedent condi-

tions were postulaËed, either of which coulcl serve as a basis

for this fear: separation anxiety or castration anxiety. "

XAI-exander & Adlerstein, 1960, p. 66). Later theoreticaL re-

vision of Frèud¡s instinct theory resulted in his postulating

a biological- death instinct, "The tendency of organic life to

return to the inorganic state whence it came. . . . There is

a drive wiÈhin us i^thich aims always to\t7ards death, which is a

release of tênsion." (Íhompson, 1950, p. 50). ftre energy

force of this death instinct was assumed to be aggression,

directed eíther against the self (as in suicide), or outütard

agaínst oÈhers. Íkrroughout his v/ritings, however, Freud main-

tained a conceptual distinction, with no theoretical linking

of the death instínct to the phenomenon of death anxíety.

fn an intermediary position between psychoanai-ysis

and existential-ist theories, both Jung and Erikson viewed

resolution of personal death as a significant, though not

cèntral, task in psychological development (Jung, 1959;
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Maier, 1965). Preparation for death is the major task of the

individual o s second half of life in Jung's theory, and of the

eighth and final stage of Erikson's developmental cycle. Al-

though they used different terminol-ogy, the conceptualizations

were somewhat similar. Erikson spoke of the merginq of indi-

vidual life cycles into a colfective life cycl-e of mankind,

with particular emphasis on the individual's continuity with

the future of new developmental cycles or new generations.

,fur¡g, on the other hand, saw a gradual reuniting of the indi-

vidual psyche with the coll-ective psyche, bringing fulI circle

the process of developrnent. Failure to achieve this reunion

with the collective unconscious (.Tung) or a sense of integrity

and continuity (Erikson) l-eads in either case to the same re-

su.l-t, a reaction of panic toward death as the end of an unful-

fil-led life.
Existential psychologists appro ach awareness of per-

sonal death as the central- poínt of ai-1 psychological func-

tioning, r^tith thê ensuingi primary anxiety being so pervasive

as to provicte the basis for aLl- fears. Paul Tillich based

his theory of anxiety squarely on man's finiteness, his being

subject to non-bein9 (Feifel, 1969a). This a\^tareness of non-

being is what gives life dírection and meaningfulness. Accord-

ing to Heidegger, the idea of our eventual nothingness

is always with us, in each moment of time, providing a back-

ground upon which both existence and time can be made meaning-

fu1." (Alexancler & Adlerstein, 1960, p. 67). only by
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integratíng tJre concept of death into tåe self is it possible

to achieve an authentic and genuine existence and to be a. true

participant in Life; denial leads to anxiety and self-
alienation (Feif,e1, L969a). The anxiety resulting from the

thought of death of the self is to be expected; through direct
confrontation, however, one comes to accept one's life and is

no longer threatened. "Once r^re fulIy and realistical-ly ac-

cept it, then it will no longer be something which happens to

us (coming upon us, as it were, externally and as a meaning-

less destruction of our endeavors. ) " (Smart, 1968, p. 34).

fhus, for the existential- psychologists, dealing with and

accepting death is the critical- task of psychological develop-

merÌt.

Empirical studies

Early studies v¡ith adult subjects focused upon the

issue of vrhether or not anxiety is experienced in connection

h¡ith personal death. Bronlcerg and Schilder (1933) and

lliddleton (1936) reported spontaneous death-thoughts to be a

rel-ative rarity, and usually occurring in response to some

external stimulus, such as the death of a fríend or rel-ative,

a narror/v escape from an accid.ent, etc. In addition, many

subjects reported Èhinking about death onJ-y in an abstract

philosophical vein, rather than in personal terms, and found

it difficult to think of their own death as compared to the

death of other people "
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Irr contrast, Alexander, coJ-ley, and Adlerstein (1957)

reportêd a definite increase in affective response to the

stímu1i of death-related words. lfhis confl-ict in findings

was explained on a methodological basis. The Bromberg and

Schil-der and the Middleton studies util-ized questionnaires

and brief ínterviews, whích likel-y sampJ-ed conscious and pub-

Iic attitucles. Alexander, et al, used latent response time

and psychogal-vanic response as their dependent measures.

F"urther, Èhey reported that subjects occasíonal-l-y gave verbal

reports of an indifferent attitude in contrast to their physío-

J-ogical reactions. Subsequently, Templer (L97La) measured

both verbalized and nonverbalized death anxiety, using his

Death Anxiety Scale questionnaire and galvanic skin response,

and found a modêst though significant correl-ation bet\4rêen the

two measures (r=+.30, p{.05).

Research studies on the rel-ationship between religion

and death anxiety have produced equivocal results. Some re-

port no significant relationship between these tvtro variables

(Feifel, 1974; r.,ester, L97Oa¡ Têmpler & Dotson, L970). others

have found less death anxiety in religiously active persons

(Templer, L972), or increased verbalized death fears but more

positive ímagery regarding personal death by individuals who

rated themselves as highly rel-igious (Alexander & Adlerstein,

1960; Feifel & Branscornb, 1973). Feifel (L969a) found two pre-

vailing outl-ooks on death: a philosophic view of death as the
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natural end process of l-ífe, a¡d a religious perception as

Èhe dissolution of bodil-y life and, in reality, the

beginning of a new life. " (Feifel, !969a, p. 62). He sug-

gested the possibility that those with a strong fear of death

may turn to religion to cope $rith their fear. lrhe results of
these various studies are difficult to interpret and compare

because of differences ín subject sel-ection, the possible ef-
fect of other contaminating variables (e.9., age differences),
and different measuring techniques. fl¡e most systematic study

(Burrows, 1971) reported that an individualrs feel-ing of com-

fort $'ith hís religious belíefs, whatever they may be, is the

critíca1 variable rel-àted to less negative affect tovzard per-

sonal- death.

Numerous studies have investígated such demographic

factors as sex, occupation, marital status, and education, as

well as type of il-l-ness (Ðiggory & Rothman, 196i.; Feifel, et
aL, !973¡ Ïlandal-, 1969; Jeffers, et al, L961; Lester, 197Ob,

1971; Mictitleton, 1936; P.hudick & Dibner, 1961; Templer & Ruff,

L971b). Hor^rever, the results are equívocaI. For example,

the question of whether femal-es obtain higher death anxiety

scores has been confirmed nearly as often (Berman & Hays,

1973; Lester, L97Ob, L97L, L972¡ Selvey, 1973; Templer & Ruff,

L971b) as it has failed to find support (Dickstein, 1972;

Durlal<, L972; Tlanda:.-, L969 ¡ Middl-êÈon, 1936; Pandey & Templer,

1972; Templer & Dotson, L97Oì Templ-er, L972; Templer, et al,

L974a) "
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T?Ie better designed studies. . . shov/ that withín a
single group, demographic variables have littl-e ef-
fect on de ath attitudes. Age will obviously affect
attítudes until mental development is compLete.
T'irereafter, it would seem that personal-ity factors
and l-ife experiences arè the important determinants
of the fear of de att¡ (Lester, L967, p. 3L).

Lucas (1972) dict a comparative study among three medi-

cal popul-ations: hospital dialysis patients and their wives,

home dialysis patients and their wives, and Veteransr Admin-

i-stration surgical patients and their wives. Utilizing the

Templer Ðeath Anxiety Scale (Temp]-er, 1970), he did not find

significant differences between the three groups on either

death anxíety or general anxiety measures. Mean death anxiety

scores for the home dialysis patients and their wives was l-ess

than the other two groups, as predicted, but did not reach

significance. Lucasû prediction that patients' death anxiety

and general arixiety scores would be positiveJ-y and signifi-

cantly correlated r"¡ith their wíves' scores was supported.

Beard (1969) studied patients being evaluated for

diatysis and/or transplantation, all of ft7hom described a fear

of imminent death upon learning of their diagnosis of chronic

renal- failure. Their next reaction was d.eniaI, through simple

disl¡elíef, refusing to take it seriousl-y, or trying to ignore

the diagnosis. After the period of denial, the pat.ients de-

scribed feelings of discouragemênË, depression, and hopeless-

ness.

It \^/as during such tímes that these patients al-so in-
dicated awareness that they felt alone in their pJ-ight
and that it was impossible for them to coÍununicate
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fulIy, everì to significant peopl-e in their life, the
severity of their feelings of fright, of estrangement,
and of loneliness. (Beard, J-969, pp. 379-380).

T'he question of exactl-y i,rhat it is t-hat is feared

about personal death has not loeen directly investigated; how-

ever, there arê suggestions from numerous studies vthich are

related to this topic. For the adul-t, emotional meanings of

death may be based to some extent on fears acquired ín child-

hood. Some of the work done with children suggests that death

is initially conceptualized as separation and l-onel-iness or

as tlre result of aggression (Anthony, L94O; Nagy, 1948;

Natterson & Knudson, 1965). Between the ages of five and

nine years, children personify death, imagíning it as a

separate person or as a dead person (magy, J-948). De at?r

fears in chil-dren have al-so been rel-ated to fear of pain or

mutilation ánd fear of Èhe unknown (Caprío, 1950; Moellenhoff,

L939; Natterson & Knudson, l-965).

Adul-ts' earliest memories of death are oftên related

to rituals and death accessories, e.9., funeral and burial

scenes, or a corpse (Kastenbaum & Sheri^tood). For the adult,

}ìov.rever, de ath may possess other meanings in additíon to

those surviving from childhood. collett and Lester (1969)

found a significantJ-y greater fear of death than of dying,

and greater anxiety in relation to the sel-f than w?ren another

was the referent.
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For some, death may connote violence and mutiLation
(Lowry, L966), escape from an unbearable siËuation (eromberg

& Schilder, 1933), or a final illicit sexual- surrender witl.
accompanying punishment (Greenberger, 1965). Death has also

been viewed as the elimination of opportunities to pursue

goal-s important to one's self-esteem (Diggory & Rothman,

1961), as faiture and helplessness (Lowry, 1966), a fear of
personal extinction (Kastenbaum & Aisenberg, 1972), or a fear

of the unknown ancl l-onel-inêss (Pattison, L967). llhile re-
ligious individuals may emphasize what a future life on a new

plane of existence may hold, the nonreligious person may fear

death through emphasizing \^rhat is l-eft behind (Alexander *
Adlerstein, J.959; Feifel-, i-959). Sometimes the focus is upon

the losses inherent in death, including loss of pleasure

(Feifel, 1959) , loss of loved ones and friends ( r-,owry, J-966;

Pattison, L967), or loss of identíty and self control or mas-

tery (Feifel, et aI, 1967; Pattison, L967¡ Rosenthal, L957).

Some individuals have been. noted to view death as an appro-

priate cl-osure to a fulfil-led life and to approach it with

calm composure (!Íei sman & Ilackett, 1965).

Theoretical Rationale
for the Presênt Studv

fhis investigat.ion provided a novel opportunity to

study death anxiety in two groups of patients with the same

life-threatening illness of chroníc renal faiJ-ure, but \^tith

each group undergoing a radicalJ-y different mode of life-

sustaining treatment, í.e., kidney transplant or chroníc
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dialysis. Íhe variables of self-esteem and locus of control
were examined as possible factors which may promote or irnpede

patients' coping w:i th the impact of personal- death. Mode of

treatment was contrasted for all variabl-es stuclied to assess

whích ones differentiated between dialysis and transplant pa-

tients. In addition, an exploratory attempt was mad.e to

identify specific sources of death anxiety.

Ttre idea of personal death may be the most difficult

and stressful chall-enge with which one must come to terms.

Resolution of the psychol-ogical. impact of personal death is

a task uJ-tímately faced by everyone, the point at which this

occurs in onets life cycle varying accoriling to indívidual-

circumstances.. T.]]e concept of death is, trowever, no more

than a concept, for in reality one can never knor"r v¡hat it

feels like to be dead.

Deatå as a concept may be invested !üith a varíety of

personalized meanings, influenced by personality and situ-

ational- variables, and one's prior experiences. For one per-

son the focai- point of anxiety may be upon the losses accom-

panying death, for another it may center around facing tJle

unkno\lrn, the possibí1ity of pain accompanying death, and so on.

Although the concept of death is undoubtedl-y mui-tidimensional

in nature, for any given individual the various consequences

or meanings of death may not be equivalent in terms of the

anxiety aroused or the difficulty required for successful

resolution. Tfre extent to which this differential anxiety
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rêlatêd to death meanings or consequences varies from one in-
dividual to another, or refl-ects some commonal-ities related

to specific personalÍty varíables, is unknown.

In considering the reaction of indivíduals to thê psy-

chological impact of personal death, there is less variation

than is the case in considering the meanings with which per-

sonal death may be endo\^ted. Basically, one may d.eny or re-

fuse to consider death, be overwhe lmed $/ith anxiety and de-

pressive affect at the possibílity of its occurrence, or ap-

proach deaÈh with equanimity. Admittedly, these are trichoto-

mous and possíbly catêgorizations r^thich, in reality, may not

be so readiJ-y differentiated. Based on their experience,

Ifeisman and Hackett are of the opinion that, "For the majority

of dying patients, it is l-ikel-y that there is neither complete

acceptance nor total repudiation of the imminence of death."

(weÍsman & Hackett, 1965, p. 324).

Based upon extensiwe wo rk with dying paËients, Kubler-

Ross has differentiated their reactions into five stages, of

whích denial is the first. Almost all patients used at least

partial- denial, not only when initially learning of their

terminal illness but 1atêr on from time to time. DeniaL,

the conscious or unconscious repudiation of all or a

portion of the total avail-abl-e meaning of an illness in order

to alJ-ay anxiety and to minimize emotional stress, " (IÍackett

& cassem, 1970) provides a buffer against over\"thelming shock

and allows the patient time to mobil-ize other, more sophisticated
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coping resources. Very rarely does a patient maintain denial

to the time of death; for most patients it is a temporary d.e-

fense and. yields to partial- acceptance. However, the recur-

rence of some degree of denial- is, according to Kubler-Ross,

a healthy \^ray to deal- with a painful situation, especially

for patients living \"rith thê possibility of impending death

for a l-ong period of time. "T'hese patients can consider the

possíbility of their own death for a while but then have Èo

put this consideratíon a\,¿ay in order to pursue life. "

(Kubler-Ross, L969, p. 39). Blacher has also pointed out

this double ailaptation these patients face: "L) to illness

anil irnpending death, and 2) to living as productive a life as

possibJ-e in the time feft to them." (Bl-acher, 1970, p. 196).

In regard to death, Kubler-Ross stated that "Each one

of us has the need to avoid this issue, yet each one of us

has to face it sooner or 1ater." (Kubl-er-Ross, 1969, p. 17).

However, very 1ittle is known regarding the critícal variabl-es

rel-ated to an individual ¡ s reaction to considering personal-

death, when one"". . . has to face it sooner or later."

Kubler-Ross oloserved that terminal patients who had previously

relied on deníaI as a major defense tended to do so to a

greater extent than other patients, and that "Patients who

faced past stressful situations with open confrontation \^tí l-l-

do simil-arIy in the present situation." (Kubler-Ross, 1969,

p. 32).
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Coping with the impact of personal death is a uniquely

stressful situatíon. A situation may be considerêd to involve

stress v/}ren substantial imbalance exists betweên the task de-

mand. and. the indivídual rs response capability (McGrath, 7970).

Iloh¡ever, personal de ath poses demands unlike any an individual
has had to cope with previously. "One is faced with a nevir ex-

perience with no prior experience to fall back on for al-though

one lives amidst death, that is far different from oners own

death." (Patt.ison, L967, p. 35). lfhe concept of cognitive
appraisal of stress, introduced by Lazarus (l-966), \"zherein

stress is conceptual-ized as imbalance between perceived dê-

mand and perceived response capability, introduces an addi-

tional aspect in investigating why 'One man's stress is an-

otlrer manrs chal-I-enge. I (McGrath, L97O, p. 49) . That there

are inclívidual differences in coping r^/ith stress is not at

issue; the problem l-ies in Ïrow to conceptualize these differ-
ences.

Sel f-e steem

Fitts (1969, L972) has characterized a person's self-

concept or self-esteem as the best representation of the kind

of personality integration or strength that promotes effective

functioning in a stressful situation, stating that "The more

optimal- the self concept the more effectively the individual-

wil-l function. " (Fitts, L972, p- 3). Further, he Ïras stressed

that the most significant coping resource in any situation
(e.9., rehabilitation, stress, radical change, persorìal
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adjustment) is the individual- himsel-f (Fítts, L969, L972).

Thus, the theory one constructs, often wíthout a&Tareness,

about himself as a functioning índividuaL is not only the

frame of reference through which the individual- interacts
r"¡ith his world and a powerful influence in human behavior,

but a crucial- variable in regard to hor^r a pèrson will- adapÈ

to a new and stressful situation (Fitts, L969). In somevrhat

símil-ar terms, L,azarus (1966) has poínted out that certain
personality traits such as high self-esteem are assumed to

red.uce vulnerability to threat and to facilitate adaptive

coping. If an individual has an uncertain and uncl-ear opin-

ion about himself, this depríves him of his potentialLy most

valuable frame of reference and may be highly anxiety arousing.

One's self-esteem, or the theory an individual devel-

ops about himself as a functioning human being, may be con-

ceptual-ized as part of a broader theory that people construct

regarding their total- range of significant experience (Epstein,

L973). Thus, in keeping with the çfenêral human preference for

order over chaos, people develop theories about the nature of

the world, the nature of the self, and their interaction.

Sei-f theory, then, not only provides a framework for indívídual-s

to organize their observations and experience in a meaningful

way, but one which facilitates the maintenance of sel-f-esteem

and serves to organize one's experience in such a hTay that. it

can be coped with effectively (Epstein, L973).
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contained \^/ithin oneIs self theory are postul-ates, or

an individual's assessmênt of his standing on certain vari-
ables. Within thís hierarchíca1 arrangement under the postu-

late evaluatíng one¡s overafl self-esteem are second.-order

postul-ates regarding oners general competence, physical at-

tractiveness, and so on. Examples of loîter order postulates

under competence l^roul-d be one's assessment of general mental-

and physical ability, and the lo14Test order would consist of

assessments of oners specific abilities. Tndividuals can

achieve the same ovêral-I level- of self-esteem by a high ap-

praisal- of the inner or psychological- sel-f ancl a low appraisal

of the body seIf, or vice versa (Epstein, 1973).

These attributes on which self-esteem is built are en-

dangered rn¡Ï¡en one suffers from a serious illness.

one may al-so lose some aspect of the 'self.' By
self, $7e refer to the over-aIl mental representation
or image each of us has of his body and of his per-
solr. rÍhis self-rêpresentation includes ideas and
feetings about the self, its worth, attractiveness,
Iovabílity, special- qualities and capacities. r-,oss
of health, for exampJ-e, is usualJ-y experienced as a
change in some aspect of the self. It may be felt
as loss of a positive feeling state replaced with
vague mal-aise, weakness, pain, easy fatigabílity, or
other sl4nptoms. There may be partial or total loss
of a body function, . . . Visual acuity, hearing,
memory, intel-lectual povüer, motor coordination, sen-
sation, and strength may be l-ost to varying degrees.
. . . Reduced bodily drives such as appetíte and
sexual interest are also e><¡rerienced as loss. Loss
of positive sel-f-attitudes such as attractiveness'
pride, esteem, independence, or control, as well- as
important ideals, can also have rnarked psychological
and physiological consequences. Loss of self-
definitions--social roles such as occupation, pro-
fession, position in the family, and the status associ-
ated with each--frequently has dramatic impact on a
personrs 1ife. (Peretz, L970, p. 5).
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Wright, Sand, and L,ivingston (1966) are of the opinion

that there is, perhaps, no i1J-ness as stressful to patients

as chronic renal- failure because of tfte major readjustment in
living and thinking and the often recurring medical crises.
Patients may experience such psychological stresses as:

L. l,oss of urinary function or changed physical ap-

pearance after transplantation, and. aroused feelings about

one I s general functional- capacity as a rêsu1t of recurring

st.ates of il-L health as a consequence of dialysis treatment

arrd,/ot medical complícations .

2. Restrictions ín social activities, particularLy

for dial-ysis patients, due to decreased energy, recurringi i1l-

health, dietary and fluid restrictions, and. limitations upon

free time. This investigator noted that because of their
feelings a.bout their illness, singLe patÍents may avoid seri-
ous relationships with the opposite sex, or pre-existing

marriages may be dissolved. Physical- recreation and vacation

travel- are generall-y not possible for patients on dialysis.
3. Loss of job and/or educational and occupational

ad.vancement. Patients may have to dhange jobs ín order Èo

meet treatment requirements, or may lose jobs if medical com-

plicaËions demand too much time away from work. With a diag-

nosis of chronic renal failure, empJ-oyers are often unwill-ing

to risk the necessary inves tment in hiring either a dialysis

or a transplant patient. .Tob promotions may fail to materi-

aLj-ze¡ a business built up over many years may be 1ost.
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Ðepending on their physical state artd medical complications,

patients may be restricted to part-time emplolzment or may be

too ill to vzork at all. Spouses may have to seek employm.ent

and this possibiJ-ity, together with the material deprivations

incurred by a patient's famil-y, are a source of guilt and

stress -

.fust as there are wide variations across individuals

in terms of their physical reaction to treatment, whether ít

be failing to reject a transplanted kidney or adjusting to

dialysis vrithout compJ-ícations, there are similar indívidual

differences in psychological reactions. fhe foregoirtg sources

of stress may serve Ëo decrease one patient's previously low

l-eveI of self-esteem, while another patient may be abl-e to

cope more successful-l-y with stress because of high self-

esteen. Cummings (1970) has stated that:

In our unit, we have come to regard self-concept as
one of the most important areas of psychoJ-ogic reac-
t,íon. one's self-concept . . . is a relativel-y
stable, powerful core of self-reguJ-ating attitudes
vrhich servês as a stêerer or director of mucl" of a
person's reaction to the world about him. It is
truly dlmamic in that it ís shaped and affected by
things that happen to us . . . and at the s ame time
it shapes and affects our responsês to tlìose surround-
ings. Among the factors tJlat can alter this person-
al-ity tkeel' are significant changes in realíty cir-
cumstances around us and shifts in how we arê viewed
by peop3-e \^tho are important to us. These two tl1)es
of ctranges are very much. a part of the effects of
kidney disease and dialysis; thus these medical fac-
tors can come to exert a¡r adverse effect on the self-
concept and vice versa. (Cummings, L970, pp" 73-74) .

Based on four years' experience of counseling vÍith renal failure

patients, Landsman (1975) has cl¡aracterizêd them as "marginal
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men." "They tend, after the initial ímpact of il-lness dissi-
pates, to find themselves adrift somewhere between the world

of the sick and the world of the we1L . . ." (Í,andsman, L975,

p. 268). Further, ít must be acknowledged that medical

compl-ications of the patient can only be aggravated by an in-

ability to l-ive comfortably with an appropriate and viable

self-image. " (L,andsman, 1975, p.269).

It is generally assumed that one's self-esteem is to

some extent responsive to the evaluative feedback a person

receives from his own behavior and from the refl-ected ap-

praisals of othêr people. ÍLrerefore, in terms of the two

modes of treatment, chronic dial-ysis would appear to present

more external- threats to a person's sel-f-esteem because of

the psychological stressês mentioned by Wright' Sand, and

Livingston (1966) beíng augmented, and additionally because

of the l-imited opportunities for self-esteem ènhancement oc-

casioned by the grêater restrictions ímposed by dialysis

treatment. As Lipp, et al (1968) have pointed out, there is

the likelihood of a disability being perceived as a ttlreat

to sel-f-esteem if it interferes with a personûs ability to

meet social standards, $thether those of society at. l-arge or

in terms of tl¡e individual-'s own social goa1s. Numerous

theorists, such as Erikson, have stressed the importance of

work, family, and social roles in the devel-opment and mainte-

nance of a sense of adul-t adequacy and compêtence in our

society.
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To counteract lowered self-esteem resultíng from per-

ceived threat, there is the possibility of defensive self-

concept distortion on the part of dialysis patients. Such

behavior was noÈed by Malmquist, et a1 (1969) in tlr"enty-one

dialysis patients given the Tennessee Self Concept Scale

witTrin six weeks of commencíng treatment. fkre most salient

results \^rere the patients¡ uniformly 1ow concept of physical-

sel-f , toqether with the above average scores on the Moral-

Ethicat SeIf, Personal Self, and FamiJ-y Self Scales, re-

suJ-ting in a sJ-ight]-y above average TotaL Positive Score.

The tentative interpretation of these patients' score pattern

was that, having lost a major outleË for the expression

of and maintenance of sel-f-esteem through their loss of physi-

cal- functioning, and being unable to deny this loss realis-

ticalIy, they have turneil to over-af firmation of themselves

in other areas in order to maintain some sel-f esteem."

(llalmquist, et al, L969, p. 2). rnasmuch as these patients

were tested quite early in treatment, the effect of extended

time in treatment on such defensive distortions is unknown.

The possibl-e relationship between self-esteem and

death anxiety has been al-1uded to in the literature but not

directly investigated. fhe notion raised by Weisman and

Hackett (1965) that death is the appropriaÈe closure to a

completecl life span in which one's major goals have been

achieved suggests that se l-f-acceptance and a sense of accom-

plishment may be related to successful resolution of death

fears .
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Working with boys from fíve through sixteen years of

age, Alexander and Adl-erstein (1965) noted a d.ecrease in

death anxiety bet\nteen the ages of nine and t\^tê 1ve and sug-

qested that tÏÌis might be due to the devel-opmental quiescence

and relatively fewer demands upon self-esteem associated with

this period. Motor skills are weLl- developed, school- demands

and separation from Ïrome have been mastered, social roles and

peer relationships are established, and there are few demands

catling for the devel-opment of new skilIs. Thus, they in-

ferred t?rat this is a period when self-esteem is rel-atively

high, as well- as confidence in one's abilities, and the self

irnage is relatively stabte (vis-a-vis the stressful period

of adolescence). Further, there are the suggestions by L,owry

(1966) and Diggory and Rothman (L961) that death anxiety is

an extension of general attitudes regarding trelpJ-essness and

impotence an¿l stems from a ttrreat Ëo the goals valued by a

person as most important to sel-f-esteem.

one study approximating an investígation of a rela-

tionship between self-esteem and death anxiety is that by

Farley (1970), who asserted considerable theoretical ovêrlap

betrrireen the notion of self-esteem ancl ltthite' s theory of com-

petence (White, l-959). According to white, the subj ective

aspect, th.e sênse of competence, refers to an individual's

assessment of or confidence in his abilities to effectively

deal hrith various aspects of his envíronment.
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Farley conceptualized death as a challenge to be

faced and mastered, the demands of which may be perceived as

a threat to one's sense of competence. Inasmuch as any en-

vironmental dema¡ds which are perceived by an individual as

exceeding his abilitíes or beyond his sense of competence

arouse anxiety, Farley predicted that individuals with a high

sense of competence shoul-d feel more able to deal r^7ith the

chaLi-enge of death, as they have mastered other chall-enges in

their Iíves. Working with a population of young col-lege males,

Farley confirmed the hypothesís that high death anxiety sub-

jects had a lower sense of competence. fkris finding was repli-

cated by Nogas, Schweitzer, and Grument (1974) in a population

of young college females. In addition, both Farley and Nogas,

et al, supported Ilandal's (1969) anil Dicksteincs (L972) fír:ij-

ings that \"rhi le therê is a smal-I but positive degree of as-

sociation betr¡reen death anxiety and general anxiety, death

anxiety is ". . . composed of specíaI and distinct feel-ings,

specific to the threat of death al-one. " (Farl"ey, L97O, p- 29).

Other research has shown a reLationship between high

sel-f-esteem and perseverance in a university program arnong

blind col-l-ege students (Smith, L969), success in esophageal

speech therapy among laryngectomy patients (oígartolo, L9691 ,

and significantly greater follol't through and subsequent con-

tacts by rehabil-itation applicants after the first interview

at a vocational rehabilitation agency (MacGuffie, et al, L969) -

Sclr^rab, Clenunons, and Marder (1966), in stuilying hospitalized
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medical patients, found that those wíth low sel-f-esteem sig-
nificantJ-y more often believed their illnesses to have ?rad

adverse effects on their líves and accomplishments, e>r¡>ected

poorer prognosês (regardless of actual severity of illness
and prognosis as rated by their doctors), and were more anxious

about their illnesses and the competence of the medical staff.
Malmquist (L973a, 1973b) and Hagburg and Mal.mquisL (!97 4) re-
ported a positive attitude toward treatment and rehabilitation
and "the patientrs way of dealing with traumatic situations

and their attitude to\4rards changie s in their l-ives . . . "

(Malmquist L973b, p. 343) to be a sigmificant difference

betf,/.reen rehabilitated and non-rehabilitated dialysis patients.

Although not investigating self-esteem per se, they suggested

that these characteristics may be rel-ated to êgo strength and

high seJ-f-esteem.

The other variable of intêrest ín this study in reJ-a-

tíon to death anxiety and mode of treatment was Rotter's locus

of control oønstruct, which has been shown to have a tangential-

rel-ationship to self-esteem (i.e., a modest association between

high self-esteem and internal locus of control orientation) "

SociaL learning theorv and locus of control-

According to social- learning theory (notter, chance, 6.

Phares, L972), the basic unit for the study of personality is

Lhe ínteraction of the individual- and his meaningful- environ-

ment. Ttrus, situational variables are particul-arly ímportant

in making accurate predictions about truman behavior. Each
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sítuation contains cues Íthich arouse certain reinforcement ex-

pectancies withín an individual. Inasmuch as socía1 learning

theory focuses on learned behavior, the meanings given to

these situational cuês are based on a personts prior learníng

history.

Social learning theory also emphasizes the directional

aspect of behavior. In other words, an individual's behavior

is basicall-y goal directed, as well as rePresenting the inÈer-

action of the person with his meaningful environment. con-

sidering in addition the concept of expectancy, "Ëhe potential

occurrênce of a behavior is considereil to be not only a func-

tion of the nature and importance of the goal or reinforcement

that will result from these behaviors but also of the person's

anticipation or expectancy that these goal-s wil-l- occur."

(Rotter, L967, p. 49O). fhese expectancies are determined by

previous experience, and defined as a subjectivei-y determinecl

assessment by an individual, of which he rnay or may not be

consciously aware, that a particul-ar reinforcement \^7i11

occur as a funct.ion of a specific behavior on Ïrís part in a

specific situation. " (Rotter, L967, p. 49O). In social-

l-earning theory, "Ëhe value of a reinforcement is defined as

a degree of preference for tlìat event to occur rel-ative to

other possible events in any given situation, cJ-ass of situ-

ations, or time segment of the indívidual-'s life." (Rotter,

L967, p. 49o). fhus, taking into account ttre four principal-

concepts of social- learning theory, i.e., behavior potential,
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èxpectancy, reinforcement vaIue, and the psychological situ-

ation, Rotter presents the following formula for predicting

?ruman social- behavior:

BP =f6 f
(x-n), s R | (x-n), s R s. RV I(1-n), (a-n) 

L 
1r-n), (a-n) ,"-"1, "tr_rlj

SimpJ-y expressed, this formula states that the be?ravior poten-

tial for a set of related loehaviors x to n to occur in speci-

fied situations l to n in relatíon to a set of potential- rein-

forcements a to n, ís a function of the expectancies that these

behaviors will lead to thêse reinforcements in these situatíons

(Rotter, L967) . T1tus, the potential for any behavior to occur

in a partícular situation is a functíon of the individual's

expecÈancy that that particular behavior will- result in an

available reinforcement and the value that available reinforce-

ment hol-ds for the individual-.

Although reinforcement has widespread recogrnition as

an important variabl-e in J-earning and behavior, social learn-

ing t?reory focuses on the individualrs perception of and reac-

tion to reinforcement. Ttre critical determinant in ür$is re-

gard is the degree to which reinforcement ís perceived to be

contingent, upon the individual's behavior, as opposed to oc-

curring independentl-y of his actions. Rotter (1966) suggests

that as an individual develops and. encounters varied experi-

ences, he tends to eval-uate his experiences, often without

awareness, in terms of $rhether reínforcements are contingent

upon his own behavior. IIe differentiates between those ever¡ts

which are perceíved to occur as a result of his own actions
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and those which take place independently of his own behavíor.

lilhen an índividual- recognizes a connection between Ïris actions

and the occurrence of some external event, expectancies are

createal within the individual for the consequences of his be-

Ï¡avíor which are reinforced each time the event occurs. Ex-

pectancies rise as a result of reinforcements which are per-

ceived to follovv directly from his own behavior, or decrease

if he ís unable to perceive any relationship between hís be-

havior and an external ever¡t. Expectancies generalize across

situations, so that an individual's reinforcement hístory af-

fects the extent to which he perceives reinforcement as being

contingent upon his own behavior. Locus of control, one of

the constructs in social learning theory, was a variable of

interest in this study.

Rotterts locus of control construct (Rotter, L966;

Rotter, Chance, & Phares, 1972) specifies two opposite gener-

alized expectancies al-ong a continuum of one's perception of

his role as. a causal agent in obtaining reinforcements.

Rotterrs assertion is that the individuals who tend to view

their behavior as producíng changes in the environment Ïrave

adopted the personal-ity characteristic of internal control.

They believe that their behavior influences their l-ives and

their future, and tal<e on the responsibility for their successes

and failures. At the other er¡d of thê continuum are those

persons $tho tend to view their behavior as having no effect

upon the environment, and have adopted the personality

GF ¡!'iÅll lTÕ$A
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characteristic of external- control. Such individuals per-

ceive reinforcements as occurring independently of their

acts. Tlrey believe that their behavior has no effect upon

their l-ives and no influence upon what happens to them. Re-

gardless of hov¡ tl.ey behave, they perceive a world operating

upon them and they feel helpless to change their situation.

I,€venson (1972) has modified Rotterrs unidimensional

conceptualizatíon of l-ocus of control and has proposed multi-

dimensional concepts of internal control, chance control, or

control by powerful others. IIêr neül f, P, and c scales \^¡ere

developed to correct deficiencies previously noted in the

literature pertaining to Rotterrs I-E scale. These were pri-

marily criticisms that within the ínternal control- construct

a clistinction was required betvzeen personal control and con-

trol- ideology regarding peopJ-e in general, or between one's

generalized expectancy of control of reinforcement and one's

political- and social bel-iefs (Abramowitz, !973; Berzj-ns & Ross,

1973; collins, L974¡ CrandaLl, et al, L965; Gurin, eÈ al, L969;

Joe, !972¡ Mirels, 1970; Reid & vüare, L973, L974¡ Thomas, L970).

Tlre ner^r I, P, and C scales are phrased so as to assess the de-

gree to which an individual feels he has control over what

happens to him, not what he believes appl-icable to "people in

general." Further, no reference is made åo the nodifiability

of specific issues (e.9., racial discrimination) , because sys-

tem modifiability, as well as personal versus ideological- con-

trol-, were reported to be contaminating factors in Rotter's
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f-E scale (Abramowitz, 1973; Gurin, et al-, L969¡ Joe, \972¡

Reid & Ware, 1973, 1974). Iifíthin the external- control- con-

struct, a separation was deemed necessary between control by

other peopl-e versus control by impersonal- forces such as

chance or luck (Crandall, et al, L965; Gurin, et aI, 1969;

Hersch & Scheibe, 1967). Thus, Rotter's unidimensional I-E

scale was separated by l.,evenson into a tripartite differen-

tiation on the basis of differential cognition and behavior

beÈ\"¡een ttrose who believe the world to be unordered (operating

according to chance), or to be ordered but under the control-

of powerful others.

Rotter (1967) also discusses the variable of freedom

of movement as being equated wíth the concept of êxpectarrcy.

The concept of freedom of movement al-l-ows one to make predic-

tions regarding the behavior of an individual with 1ow freedom

of movement and high need value for a particul-ar class of re-

inforcements .

When an inclividual- has low freedom of movernent and
places high value on some class of reinforcements,
he is l-ike1y to learn behavíors to avoid the failure
or punishments that he anticipates in this area and
may make attempts to achieve these goals on an írrea1
level. fhat is, the person ant.icipat.ing punishment
or faílure may avoid situations physically or by re-
pression, or he may attempt to reach the goals through
rationalization, fantasy, or slnnbolic means. (Rotter,
L967, p.49L).

According to Rotter, low freedom of movement and high need

value is the basis for a variety of pathological behaviors,

defenses, conflicts, and lack of feelings of sat.isfaction
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a ð,/or constructivê activities. IJor^t frêedom of movemènt need.

not only result from an indívidual's lack of knowledge or ade-

quate behaviors by whích he may attain his valued goa1s. It

also may be a function of thê reality of a situation in which

an individual realistically has very little control or freedom

of rnovement in achieving his goals. An indivídual's freedom

of movement may be increased either by J-earníng and being rein-

forced for new, more successful behaviors, or by changing the

values of his goal-s.

As previously noted, the quality of life possible for

patients hrith functioning transplants is radically different

from the qual-ity of l-ife possible for those patients maintained

on chronic dialysis. Receiving a transplant is reinforcing not

onJ-y because it el-j:ninates the need to spend many hours each

week in a passive, boring treatment, but also because it leads

to additional reinforcements of greater índependence, removal

of dietary and fluid restrictions, freedom to travel or to

change one's resÍdence, freedom to spend more time in social-

interaction and v¡íth onets family--in summary, thê opportunity

to lead a more "normal-" and enjoyable life without excessive

restrictions. Thus, the reinforcement value placed on receiv-

ing a kiitney transplant vrould depend significantly upon the

value of tÏ¡e numerous consequent reinforcements. understand-

abl-y, most patients on dial-ysis strongly hopê for a transplant.

fn reatity, however, r^rhether or not a patient receives

and fail-s to reject a tra.nsplanted kidney is beyond his control.
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fhe avaíl-ability of a kidney for trarisplantation depends upon

finding a suítabJ-y matct¡ed donor organ from either a livíng
genetical-J-y related donor or from a cadaver donor, usually

the l-attêr" In the event a donor organ should be an adequate

match for rnore than one clialysis patient, the medical staff

would have to select the ultimate recipient. Further, subse-

quent to a transplant operation, the recipient is depêndent

upon the medical staff for his care and treatment and a suc-

cessful outcome. Thus, the majority of dialysis patients are

in a situation of high need value and low freedom of movement.

Ph.ares ( 197J. ) reasons that,

To have a high expectancy that one will- not attain
an important reinforcement is analogous to being
anxious. As a method of reducing this discomfort,
one ca.n either increase his expectancies or d.ecrease
the value of the reinforcement involved. Thê first
is less probable inasmuch as one's stated expectan-
cies can be checkeit against past occurrences ancl
distortion can be readi ly oioserved" TtIe value that
one attaches to reínforcements is a more personal,
idiosyncratíc matter, however. (Phares, 1971, pp.
386-387) .

one way dialysis patients may cope with this situation of

high need val-ue and low freedom of movement is to utilize

denial or rational-ization in an attempt to change the value

of their goal- (i.e., to make dialysis seem a less aversive

treatment than it is in reality and thus decrease the val-ue

placed upon receiving a transpl-ant). Support for this coping

mechanism was presented by Wright, Sand, and livingston (1966),

r,rtho found that dialysis patients reported ratingis of personal

happiness not significantly different from healtÏìy individuals,
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yet rated other dialysis patients as being less happy than

themselves. "In other words, 'kidney patients' as a group

are seen as relatively less happy although the individual

denies tÏ¡is in reference to himself." (Wright, et al, L966,

p. 61s).

According to Watson and Bar¡mal (L967), a state of in-

congruence between the actual environ¡nental locus of control

and the individual I s locus of control- preference is anxiety

arousing. An êxternal- l-ocus of control orientation may be de-

veloped eíther from one's reinforcement history, or as a

rationalization, a means of anxiety reduction by attributing

fail-ure to sources external to oneself (Phares, 1971). Coping

with the a"nxiety aroused by virtue of being in a situation

incongruent with one's bel-iefs by adopting a defensive ex-

ternality orientation is most 1í*.e1y to occur in situations

v,rhere the actions of others may have great relevance

for the success of his own efforts." (Ilersch & Scheíbe, 1967,

p. 613). col-dstein (1971) found significantly greater exter-

nality in male dial-ysis patients as contrasted with mal-e pa-

tients hospit.alized for temporary minor medical problems.

Wil-son, et a1-, (1974) found that in spite of group counseling

designed to increase patients r feel-ings of control, home dialy-

sis patients' f-E scores became more external over the period

of a year in dialysis treatment. Since these studies used

Rotter's I-E scale, it T¡tas not possible to differentiate this

externality into either a chance (congruent externality) or
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powerful others (defensive external-ity) oríentation. In a

situation \n¡here others' actions (e.9., the medical- staff, po-

tential related donors, or the accidental de ath of a stranger

and his famiJ-y's consent are the critical variables which

makes a transplant possible) are extremeJ-y reJ-evant to the pa-

tient's goal- attainment, the specifíc causal forces to which

a patient may attribute responsibílity for reinforcement may

well be powerful others. Thus, the powerful others orienta-

tion may be an important conceptual distinction in terms of

the real-ity of dialysis patients' situation in this study-

fhe defensive external is said to use ?ris external-
orientation so3-ely as a defense against failure, or
other such negative events. Vfhen a threat such as
failure at a task is not present, the external orien-
tation is clj-scarded. The true external, on the other
hand, tends to maintain his external- orientation at
all times, whether the events that occur to him are
positive or negative. (Gilmore & Minton, L974, p. ]-7O).

one is free of responsibíJ-ity for behavíoral outcomes if rein-

forcement control is attributed to external forces. Thus,

defensive externals are persons who ascribê reinforce-

ment responsibility to powerful others primarily as a defense

against possible fail-ure." (Prociuk & Breen, L975, p. L2).

Dialysis patients with an internal locus of control orienta-

tion, to reduce the anxiety aroused in an incongruent situ-

ation, may adopt the belief that powerful others are respon-

sibl-e for their reinforcements (thus maintaining their general

belief in an ordered world), while tending to behãve somewhat

like ínternals in regarding reinforcement as obtained by oners
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o1¡,rn efforts. rlris apparent contradiction is resolved if one

recalls that according to Levenson (L972), an external belief

in powerful others stil1 irnplies the existence of a potential

for pêrsonal control (Prociuk & Breen, 1975) - For exampl-e,

in discussing Ëheir hope for a transPl-ant and the potentía]-

danger of rejection, patients may state that if they do re-

ceive a transplant, it is up to them (e.9., by "psyching them-

sel-ves up, " maintaining the right attítude) to make it work

(i.e., not be rejected) "

In contrasting the trnto modes of treatment, then, diaLy-

sis patients might be expected to more often express a poriirer-

ful others orientation than would transplant patienÈs. On Èhe

other hand, transplant patients might be expected to exhíbit

either an internal- or a chance orientation, depending upon

tl¡eir learning hístory. fnternal-s would no longer lre in an

incongruent situation and would no J-onger need the ego-

defensive orientation of defensive externality, whereas indi-

vidual-s with a chance orientation would have this expectancy

reinforced by ttre salient chance factors involved in receiv-

ing a¡d not rejecting a transplant.

In terms of a possible rel-atíonship between locus of

control and death anxiety, several studies fuere noted that are

directly rel-ated to thís issue. In a population of young

college males, Tolor and Reznikoff (1967) found signíficant

relationships bet\,teen higher death anxiety, external l-ocus of
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control- orientation, and high sensítizatÍon scores on the

Repression-Sensítization Sca1e. Berman (L973), Berman arrd

Hays (J-973), Dickstêin (L972), and Selvey (1973) fail-ed to

find any relationship between death anxiety and I-E scores

in college populations.

OÈher research studies on the l-ocus of control person-

ality variabl-e Ïrave d.emonstraÈed relationships between inter-

nality and actíve attempts at seeking information relevant to

a specífic task (Davis & Phares, L967) ' more effective utili-

zat.j.on of acquirecl information on a probl-em-solving task

(phares, 1"968), greater retention of information i:nmediately

relevant to important personal goals in prison inmates (Seeman,

1"963), and greater factual knowledge about their illness and

its effects in hospitalizecl tuberculosis patients (Seeman &

Evans, L962). Additional studies have shown internals to be

more active in the civiJ- rights movement and thus activeJ-y in-

volvecl in attempting to bring about envirorurental changes

(Gore a Rotter, L963; Strickland, L965), and more inclined to

affect tlÌe cor¡sequences of their own behavior by quitting

smoking (.f ames, et al-, 1965; Straits & Sechrest, 1963), or

engaging in some form of birth control (MacDonald, 1970).

Final-Iy, Phares, Ritchie, and Davis (1968) demonstrated that

when presented with personally threatening material (i.e-,

adverse personality test resul-ts designed to challenge the

person's view of himsel-f), internals showed significantly

greater inclinations to directly confront the probl-em and

actively engage in behavior J-ikely to improve their status.
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Possibl-e mediatínq variables

The research l-iterature reveals a profusion of studies

correlating locus of control orientation with numerous person-

ality characteristics . fnternal-s have been reported to make

greater use of denia1 or repression (Efran, l-963; Tolor a

Reznikoff, 1967; Tudor, I97O), to rnore ofterr report feelings

of independence, po\¡¡er, assertiveness, efficiency, and achieve-

ment (Hersch & Scheibe, L967), and to experience less anxiety

and be more constructive in overcoming frustration (Butterfield,

1964; L,iberty, et a1,, L966; Ray & Katahn, 1968). Externals

Ìrave been reported to score higher on mêasures of anxiety

(Butterfield, L964¡ Feather, 1967; Hountras & Scharf.' L97O¡

Naditch, et a1, 1975; Platt & Eiserman, 1968; Ray & Katahn,

1968; Strassberg, 1973; Tolor & Reznikoff, L967 i watson, L967) ,

and to report more feel-ings of powerlessness, dèpendency, and

lack of achievement (Hersch 6. Scheibe, L967), to evidence a

greater concern \,rith fear of failure than with achievement

(Butterfield, L964¡ Liberty, et al, 1966) , and to more often

report feelings of depression (AbramowiLz, 1969 ¡ Calhoun, et aI,

L974; Ðírrardo, L972¡ Naditch, et al, L976) .

fhe foregoing survey is by no means exhaustive, but

serves only to il-lustrate awareness of the possibility of

some confounding of these variables hTith the variabl-es of in-

terest in this study. For example, the greater reliance upon

the mechanism of denial by internals may be a mediating vari-

abte if lower death anxiety is found to be associated with
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internality. On the other hand, since Handal- (L969) anit

FarJ-ey (1970) reported a small association between death

anxiety and general anxiety (i.e., Farley found that general

anxíety level- accounted for approxímately twelve percent of
the variance in death anxiety scores), Èhe higher 1evel of
general anxiety reported by externals may be a confounding

variable in their death anxiety scores.

SurEnarv and Hypotheses

The rêsearch on self-esteem and locus of control-

shows a rel-at.ionship between high self-esteem and an ínternal

orientation and the following characteristics : confidence

in one's abil-ities to cope \^/it¡ stressful- tasks or situations,

directly confronting a threatening problem and persevering

when difficulties are encountered, and a belief in one's

abil-ity to ínfl-uence his lífe and destiny. As migiht be ex-

pected, several studies ?rave found a modest association be-

b"ieen high self-esteem and an internal locus of control- orien-

tation (Bandt, L967; Beebe, !97]-; Dinardo, 1972; Fish &

Karabenick, 1971; Fitch, L97O; Lamb, 1968; Ryckman & Sherman,

4973) .

Although death does present a unique ctral-Ienge, such

individuals could draw upon coping resources which have Ied

to successful coping with prior J-ife challenges. Atternpting

to cope with the impact of personal dêath as a global challenge

may present an overwhel-ming task. llovrever, attaining a feeling
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of having some d.egree of control- over part aspects of the

total- sj-tuation would be expected to decrease oners feelings

of helpJ-essness and to reduce threat. ftrus, ínternals would

be more likely to dêmonstrate attempts at some kínd of antici-

patory planning for the possibilÍty of their death, and there-

by achieve some degree of control. When faced with personal-

death, one is l-ikeIy to feel the need to review one's life

and to ma.l<e some kind of sense out of the J-ife process one

has been invol-ved in prior to íts terminatíon. fhose with

high self-esteem would be l-ess J-ikely to perceive their l-ife

as a fail-ure and thus to be over$¡hel$ed by death as the ultí-

mate failure with accompanying feelings of worthlessness.

The degree to which one achieves the feeling of having accom-

plished one's reasonablê goals in life would be influenced

not only by where in the J-ife cycl-e deatlt occurs, but also by

one's attitude or feelings about hímse1f as a unique individual.

Maior h¡¡potheses.

The foLl-owing predictions ¡^tere tested:

1. High self-esteem patients will report 1ower death

anxiety than wil-l- l-ow self-esteem patients.

2- Patients with an internal locus of control orien-

tation will report lower death anxiety than wil-1 patients \,rith

a cha¡ce or powerful others locus of control orientation.

3. Patients with an internal- locus of control orien-

tation wil-l- be more likely to have made anticipatory prePara-

Èions for the possible occurrence of their death than wil-l- pa-

tients v,rith a chance locus of control orientation.
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Secondary hvpotheses regarding treatment group dífferences

Rel-ationships beÈween the dependent variables and mode

of treatnent vrere al-so of interest in this study. unfortunately,

no measures of the dependent variables \^rere available for these

patients prior to their commencing either dialysis or trans-

plantation. Ho\"rever, as a result of chance factors, one could

expect the dependent variables of hígh and l-ow self-esteem,

high and l-ow death anxiety, and the locus of coritrol orienta-

tions of internal-, powerfuJ- others, and chance to be evenly

distríbuted between dialysis and transplant patients prior to

treatment. Because the two modes of treatment are so radically

different, and in line with the emphasis of social- Ìearning

theory (Rotter, chance, & Phares, L972) t}.aL the basic unit

for the study of personaliÈy is the interaction of the indi-

vidual and his meaningfuJ- environment, the data coll-ected was

examined with the expectation of finding:

1. A positive association bethteen high seJ-f-esteem

and treatment by renal transplantation.

2. A positive association bet\nteen an internal locus

of control oríentation and treatment by renal transplantation.

3. A positive assocíation between a powerful others

locus of control orientation and dialysis treatment.

4. A positive association bêtweèn high death anxiety

and dialysis treatment.
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METHOD

Se1ectíon of Participants

Patients were invíted to participate in the study only

after obtainÍng the permission of the Director of the renal

unit. Nine patients \^ùro were in treatment at the inception

of the study \4rere not consid.êred for particípation; four due

to their inability to read Engl-ish and five because of their
young age. To maintain ethical standards and to avoid decep-

tion as to the nature of the study, initial- correspondence

descríbed the project as a study of patients' attitudes re-

lated to illness, treatment, and the consequences of a serious

il]ness. It \^ras also stresse¿l that participation was on a

voluntary basis, the questionnaires could be answered anony-

mously, and all informatiqn conveyed to the researcher would

be treated as confidential-. The patients \.¡ere also avtare that

since Ëheir participation \^tas vol-untary, they had thê option

of deciding not to continue at any time, and the research con-

ducted by a psychologist not involved in their trêatment \tas

inilependent of their medical treatment.

. A total of sixty-eight patients were invite¿l to par-

ticipate in the study. T\/ro patients inítia3-1y refusèd to

55
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particÍpate; one because of time dema¡rds and one who was mov-

ing out of the province. Of the eight deaths that occurred

duríng the period of the study, three patients died prior to
completing any of the questionnaires and two died when onl_y

partial data had been obtained. Unexpected transplants pre-

vented two patients from compJ-eting questionnaires. Several

patients who had init.ialLy agireed to participate did not do

so, simply by faiJ-íng to return the first or subsequent ques-

tionnaires sent to them. For some dial-ysis patients this was

understandable in terms of their numerous medical_ complications;

a few who were clilatory in returning questionnaires complained

of time demands, wh ich probably accounted for Èheir subsequent

failure to return later questionnaires.

A total of fifty-four patiènts (twenty-seven in each

treatment nodatity) . or 92 percent of the available dialysis
and transplant population in the Province of Manitoba in the

fa1l of L974 completed all of Èhe questionnaires, and partial
data $tas obtained on five additional dialysis patients. Therè

was a total- of thírty-three mal-es (seventeen dial-ysis patients

and sixteen transplant patients) and t\^renty-six females (fif-

teen dialysis patients and el-even transplant patients) in the

sample. The mearr ages of the transplant and dial-ysis groups

were approximately thirty-eight years and thirty-nine years,

respectively. Both groups were equatèd Ín terms of the ad-

vancemerìt of their illness in that aL1- patients had incurred

irreversible kidney damage and vrere dependent upon either a
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functioning renal transpl-ant or chronic díalysis for their

survival- .

Me asures

Ðeath anxiety

Ttre Death Anxiety Scale (DAS) developed by Templer

(L970), consisting of the fifteen items l-ísted in Appendix I,
was used to assess degree of deat-h anxiety of the patients.

Templ-er (L970) reported a test-retest reliability of 0.83,

and that embedding thè DAS items in MMPI items had no effect

upon death anxiety scores (Templer & Ruff, 1971a). Ttle ÐAS

items were embedded in the Repression, An:<iety, and Ðepression

scales of the MMPI and presented to the patients as a single

questionnaire, util-izing two different randomized orders. T{re

DAS items require either a true or false respoÌlse. On nine

of the items, agreement v¡ith the statement reflects concern

about death. Six of the items are stated in the reverse, so

that ilisagreement indicates death concerns. The possible

range of scores is from zero to fifteen.

MMPT scales

Three MIVIPI scales were administered for the duaJ- pur-

pose of providing a questionnaire within which to embed t}te

death anxiety scale items and as a check against the possibility

of several mediating anð/or confounding variables in this study.

T'he three MMP I scal-es used were: (J-) the R or denial scal-e,

(2) the A or anxiety scale, anil (3) the D or depression scale.
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Subsequent to a nunber of factor analytj_c studies on

the MMPI, Welsh (1956) developed the R and A scales, which

were based upon the two previously identified major factor
loadings. T'he R scale, which was used to measure denial,
corrsists of forty items, al-l of which are scored if answered

in the false direction, and has a test-retest reliabil- íty of
O.74. The A scal-e, employed as a measure of general- arrxiety,

consists of thirty-nine items, thirty-eight of v¡hich are

scored if answered true, and has a test-rêtest reliabil-ity
of 0.70. Sínce the death anxiety scalê ítems were embedded

in the MIvlPf items, the A scale items were also used to pre-

clude the possibiJ-ity of a response set, al-though Welsh cites
studies to indicate that. the effects of response set are

negliqibl-e. Tbe depression scaIe, vthich was based upon cri-
terion val-idity (Hathaway & McKinley, 1956), consists of
sixty items and has a reliability coefficient of 0.77.

Se If-e steem

The Tennessee SeIf Concept Scale was used to assess

patients' level- of self-esteern. Tl]e TSCS, consisting of onê

hundred sel-f descriptive statements, was individualJ-y admin-

istered \^ti th st.a¡dardized instructions. Only the Total Posi-

tive (Total P) score, which reflects a¡r individual's overall
Ievel- of self-esteem, was considered in categorizing patiênts

into high and lovz self-esteem groups. Fitts (1965) reports

a test-retest reliability of O.92 on the Total P score.
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Locus of control

The Internal, Powerful Others, and Chance Scales de-

velopèd by Levenson (L972) were used to assess patients' locus

of control orientation. The I, P, and C scales each consist

of eight items answered along a six-point c ontinuum from

strongly agree (+3) to strongly disagree (-3). lfhe scal-es

are administered as a single twenty-four item attitude scal-e.

The scales consist of items adapted from Rotter's I-E scale

in addition to new items $Tritten specifical-J-y for the new

scales. Each scale has a possible score range of zero to
forty-eíght. Although research is und.erstandably limited
since this measure ís a new one, Levenson presents encourag-

ing reliability data. Internal consistency estímates (Kuder-

Richardson reliabil-ity coeffÍcients) of 0.64, 0.77, and 0.78

for the I, P, and. C scal-es respectively are in the expected

moderately high range, since the items s ampl-e a wide variety
of different situations. Test-retest re1-iability coefficients
are 0.64, O.74, anrd 0.78 for the I, P, and. C scales respectively.

Conseguences of death scale

To assess the basis of death anxiety, the patients

were given a list of consequences of death, as set forth in
Appendix II. Six items were clrawn from the scale developed

by Diggory a¡d Rothman (l-961). To provide a broader measure,

an additional- six items were added by this investigator. fhe

statements r^tere presented in two randomízed orders so as to

counteract any possibJ-e order effect.
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Anticipatory preparations for possible death

Itlpothesis number three r^ras tested by having the pa-

tients ans\4rer the foll-owing questions:

ïIave you d.one any of the followíng?

Yes

Have you prepared a WilI?

Have you made any provísíons for
your minor children (for exampl-e
appointing a legal guardían) ? If
you have no minor chil-dren and
this does not appl-y to you, check
here

No

Ilave you made any spiritual or
reJ-igious preparations of any
kind?

Ilave you obtained any inf,orma-
tion about the cost of a
funeral, caskêt, and/or burial-
pl-ot?

Have you communicated to artyone
any decision you have made such
as charitable donations instead
of floroers at a funeral?

Ilave you made arry arraf¡gemer¡ts
such as donatíng your eyes to
an eye bank?

Procedure

Potential participants received an initial letter from

Lhe Dirêctor of the renal- unit, informing them of the research

and requesting their voluntary participation. It was empha-

sized Èhat the research daËa woul-d be used anonymously, and

that. the renal unit \^ras not interested in knowing any patient's

ansr^rers, but only in the overall- anonymous results. A

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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fol1ow-up letter from the investigator explained the purpose

of the rêsêarch as a study of patients' attitudes related to

ill-ness, treatment, and the consequences of a serious í11ness.

It was also expl-ained that the first phase of the study would

involve patients anonlzmously answering standard attitude ques-

Èionnaires, and the second. phase woul-d consist of a few brief
anonlzmous questionnaires and a confidentíal interview.

Subsequently, transplant patients and tåose self-care
dial-ysis patients residing outside of Winnipeg r,r¡ere contactêd

by telephone. Dial-ysis patients at the máin hospital- unit
and the self-care unit were personal-ly contacted. during their
scheduled díalysis runs. They urêre agaín reminded of the

voluntary and anonymous nature of their participation. Be-

fore obtaining an indication of \^rhether or not they wished to

particípate, patient,s were given the opportunity to ask ques-

tions about the study. The majority of patients did not ask

questions. To specifíc procedural questions (e.9., when the

research would begín, when an¿l hrhere the interviev/ v¡oul-d take

place), specífic answers were given. To substantive questions

regarding the nature of the study, r^¡here a direct ansv/er might

have influenced patients' responses to the questionnaires, the

investigator reiterated the information contaíned in previous

correspondence and emphasÍzed the goal of obtaining informa-

tion on how patients cope with a serious ill-ness and difficult
treatmenÈ. In this initial- contact, patients were al-so caut.ioned

against discussíng the questionnaires with members of their
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fanily or other patients, and the reasons therefor. In addi-

tion, the memorandum set forth in Appendix III was circulated
among the nursing staff at both dialysis units to deal- wíth

the curiosity aroused by the invesÈigatorrs presence at the

unit and enlist. the staff's cooperation in not díscussing

questionnaires with the patients. Questionnaíres administered

\n/êre not discussed with or sho\^rn to the staf f in advance.

In the first phase, patients were administered the

MMPI scal-es wÍth the embedded Death Anxiety Scale items, the

Tennessee Self Concept Scale, and the Internal, Powerful Others,

and chance Scales as the first cluster of three individual
tests, \^tith the order of presentation randomized. Questíon-

naire administration ín this phase was done by maíl- with the

transpl-ant patíents and out-of-tovzn self-care dialysis pa-

tients, to make their participat,ion more convenient. It was

original-ly assumed. that most dialysis patíents wou J-d prefer

to answer the questionnaíres during trêatment, as a means of

occupying their time. Hor^lever, most preferred to do them aÈ

their conveníenee at home and to rêturn them to Ëhe investi-

gator on subsequent trips to the unit.

To maintaín anonymity in answering the questionnaires,

patienËs were asked to use an identification number in lieu of

theír name and to specify onl-y their mode of treatment and

sex. So that the investigator could later ascertain which

questionnairès fil1ed out at different times all belonged to

the s ame patient, \,,/ithout knowing that patient ' s name , a num-

ber such as d.river's l-icense or social- insurance number was
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suggested, as it \,/ould not be accidentally duplicated by an-

other patient and was easy to refer to for future use. How-

ever, on completion of the study, those patients who wished

to know their own results, in addition to the overall anony-

mous results, could obtain same by breaking the anonymity and

identifying their nwr[ber. Structured in thís way, the pa-

tients had the prerogative of responding anon),.mou s Iy \,/ithout
precluding the possibil-ity of later'receiving índividual feed-

back if sucÏì was their wish.

Tn the second phase of the study, interviews were con-

ducted \,zith dialysis patíents during their regularly scheduled

treatment periods. Transplant patients and out-of-town self-
care dialysis patients were interviewed at tl.e time of their
periodíc checkups or, íf they preferred, during the evenings

or week ends. During the interview, the consequences of
Ðeath Scale and the Antícipatory Preparations for Possible

Death Questíonnaire were given with the following verbal in-
structions :

One of the areas I'm studying is how patients
\4'ho have been seriously iIl deal with the possibil-ity
that serious ill-ness may at some point become fatal.
L,ater on in Èhe study I may want to tal-k vúith you
about this aspect of a serious illness. Right now,
though, T have two short questionnaires on this topic
I'd like you to fil-l- out. As you know, this is a
voluntary study, so if you r^rould prefer not to deal
\"tith this topic, we can go on to the next part of
the study.

The fol-l-owing areas vrere general-ly covered in the in-

terviews -
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l-. Tf]e patient's inítial- reaction on learning the

diagnosis of a serious íllness.

2. Vlhat things the patient felt had hetped in coping

with ill-ness and treatment. At what point in treatment v\ras

it most difficult to cope and why.

3. What the patient had learned about himself as a

result of ill-ness and trêatment experiences.

4. In terms of his present treatment modality, what

would be the best and the worst possible thing that could

happen.

5. Had thê patient ever talked with anyone regarding

his feelings about the possibility that his il-l-ness could at

some point become fatal. Did he feel that he had the oppor-

tunity to do so if he wanted to. If so, how helpful he found

ir.
6. Whether there were any circumstances under which

the patient thought death woul-d be preferable to continuing

to 1ive.

7. Transplant patients were asked. if their trans-

plant had fulfil-l-ed their expectations and about the effects

of steroid drugs. fhis was done to check on pre-exisÈing

unrealistically high expectations for a r¡cure'r by transplant,

and to ascertain patient sophistication about potentially

harmful- side effects from steroids.

8. It \¡i as planned to ask dial-ysis patients about

their reactions to deaths occurring on the unit during the
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period of their treatment. Hovrever, after a few deaths had

occurred during the study, this topic was pursued \lrhen it
spontaneously arose in general- conversation.

Anal-ysis of Data

Prior to data analysis, all rav/ scores \4retîe convertêd

to T-scores in order to equate variabil-ity on the different
instruments and to facilitate comparíson of the results. To

ascertain a valid basis for T-score conversion, preliminary

t-tesÈs were d.one on the followÍng group corì.trasts:

L. Hospital- vs. self-care dial-ysis patients

2. Dial-ysis vs. transplant patients

3. Male vs. femal-e patíents

The results of thêse preJ-iminary t-tests are presented jn

Appendíx IV. Since there \^rere no significant differences

between the mear¡ scores of the hospital and self-care dialy-
sis groups, these two groups carr be assumed to be drawn from

the same popul-ation. fhe only signíficant differences be-

tween the transplant and ¿lialysis groups occurred on the

variable of depressíon (i.e., the diaS-ysis group had a higher

mean score) and in terms of the number of anticipatory prepara-

tions made for possible death (i.e., the trãnsplant group had

a higher mean score) . Hov/ever, therê i^rere signifícant sex

differences on a majority of the personality variabl-es and

definite trend.s on the two variables that did not quite reach

siqnificance. fherefore, T-score conversion vras done on the

basis of separate T-score derivations for males and females.
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RESU].TS

Findinqs

Hypothesis I
It was predicted that high self-esteem patients would

obtain lower death ãn:<iety scores than low sel-f-esteem pa-

tients. This hypothesis was not confirmed.

Patients rtere categorized as high or low self-esteem

based upon tÌ¡eir scores falJ-ing above or be lol,.t a T-score of

50.00 on the Total P score of the Tennessee Sê1f Concept

Scale. T?¡ís resulted in two groups of comparable size, i.e.,

twenty-five high self-esteem patients and twenty-nine IovT

sel-f-esteem patients. The mean de ath anxiety scores for these

two groups were 48.21 and 51.91, rêspectively. There was a

trend for high seJ.f-esÈeem patients to report lower death

anxiety, as predicted, but the resulËs r^tere not statisticall-y

significant (t=1".38, df=52, p{.10, one taiJ-ed).

H\¡pothesis 2

Tt r^tas predicted that patients with an internal- locus

of control orientation would obtain loi^ler death anxiety scores

than would patients with a powerful others or a chance orien-

tation. This hlpothesis was not confirmed.
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The mean death anxiety scores for each locus of con-

trol orientation were as follov¡s:

InËernal (N=20) Powerful Others (N=18) Chance (N=16)
49.53 52. 4A.62

fhe comparison of DAS scores for internal patient.s and pa-

tient,s with a powerful others orientation was not significant,
although in the predicted direction (t=0.82, df=36, p).20, one

tailed). Internal and. chance oriented patients obtained near-

ly equival-ent DAS scores (t=0 . 28, ð,f.=34 , p { .40, one tailed) .

Thus, the results do not support any relationship betv\teen locus

of control- orientation and de ath anxiety.

Tlypothesis 3

It vtas predicted that patients with an. internal locus

of control orientation woul-d more likely have mad.e anticipa-

tory preparations for possible death than patients with a

chance orientation. fhis hypothesis was confírmed, using chi

square goodness of fit.
TABLE T

ANTTCTPATORY PREPAR.ê,TTONS OF PATTENTS
BASED ON IOCUS OF COÀI]TROI., ORIEI¡ITATTON

Internal (N=17)

chance (N=L2 )

The comparison betr^reen internal and chance oriented patients

was in the preclicted direction and significant at a 5% levef

(x2=5.26) .
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Secondary h¡zpotheses regardin(I treatment group mean d.ifferences

Relationships between the dependent variables and mode

of Ëreatment I^/ere also of interest in this study. Tl1è T-score

means and standard deviations for the t\^ro treatnent groups on

al-l variabLes are'presented in Appendix V. None of the ex-

pected relationships r,rterê significant, as fo11o\"/s:

1. A positive assocíation was predicted bet\nieen

higher self-esteem scores and treatment by renaf transplanta-

tion. Group differences did not reach significance, but were

in the predicted direction (t=I.22, alf=53, pÞ.10, one tailed) .

. 2. A positive association was predicted. between an

internal locus of control- orientation and treatment by renal

transplantation. Internal scores for the two groups were

nearly equivalent (t=O.a2, df=53, n.s.).

3. A positive association was predicted bet\^reen a

powerful others locus of control- orientation and dial-ysis

treatment. Group differences did not reach significance, but

were in the predicted direct,ion (f=Q.75, ctf=53, p{.25, one tailed).

4. A positive association was predicted betl^teen higher

death anxiety scores and dialysis treatment. Death anxiety

scores for the tr^to groups r¡rere nearly equivalent (t=0.1.6,

ctt=55, n.s., .

Discriminant function analr¡sis

To determine which subset of the variabl-es effectively

discriminated between the dialysis and transplant groups, a

stepwise discriminant function analysis was carried. out.
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Ten variables were utilized in this anal-ysis: death

anxiety, depression, anxiêty, internal locus of control,

J-ength of treatnent, self-esteem, repression, poüterful- others

locus of control-, charice locus of control, and sex. T1le F

tests incl-uded in this analysis indicated that d.epressíon was

the sole variable on which the tvro groups were sígnificantl-y

different (l=8.64¡ p<.01), with the dial-ysis group scoring

higher on this scale.

Ítre predictor variables of depression, anxiety, Iength

of treatment, de ath anxiety, and internal locus of control

emerged as the most effective discrimínant subset of variabl-es

for the críterion of correct group membership. Except for

length of treatment, the díalysis group had higher mean scores

on these variables. This subset predicted correct group mem-

bership for 72.2 per cent of the total patient population

(70.4 per cent of the transplant group and 74.0 per cent of

the dial-ysis group). fhe standardized discriminant function

coeffícients and the relative positive or negative contribu-

tion of each variable to classification into group membership,

were as folloros:

1. Depression

2. Anxiety

3. Length of Treatment

4. De ath Anxíety

5- Tntêrna1 Locus of Control-

-0.59656

o.42430

o.23964

-o -L7a67

-o.L77AO
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Sources of death anxiety

The Consequences of Death Scale (see AppendÍx II) in-
structed patients to eliminate those statements that did not

causê discomfort, and to rank order the remainder from least
to most anxiety arousing. In examining the results of this
questionnaire, these rankings ¡^tere reversed and onl-y those

statements consistentl-y ranked highest, or most anxiety

arousing, hrere included in the anal-ysis. These statements,

in order of frequency selected, qtère:

1. My death wou 1d. cause grief to my relatives and

friends. (question rso. L0)

2. My death might be painful. (Question No. 6)

3. I could no longer care for my dependents. (Ques-

tion No. 4)

4- Death means facing the unknown. (Question I\¡o. LL)

5. I could no longer have any experiences. (Ques-

tion No. 12)

6. I could no longer enjoy i-ife or pleasurable ac-

tivities. (Question rvo. 7)

7. r am uncertain as to what might happen to me if

there is a l-ife after death. (Question No. 9)

A chi square test of independence \^tas util-ized to as-

certain possible associations betr^teen sources of death anxiety

and the variabl-es of high and low sel-f-esteem and locus of

control- orientations. No relationships were found, as reflected

ín Tabl-e 2 -



TABI.JE 2

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SOURCES OF DEATH ANXÏETY
AND VARIABIiE OF SELF'_ESTEEM

IÏigh self-esteêm (Iü=19 )

I.,ow sel-f-esËeem (N=21)

InternaJ- (N=}6)

P.o. (N=11)

chance (N=L2)

Conseouences of Death Scale Ïtem No
IO 6 4 11 L2 Tot ã1

13 :t1 9 7 5 45

15 13 s s 6 q)

X2=0.L04, n. s.

TABIJE 3

ASSOCIATTON BETWEEN SOURCES OF DEATTI AITXTETY
AND IOCUS OF COIdTROÌ, ORTENTAT]ON

x.2=La.634, p < .10

Death Sca e ttêm Nc)
10 6 4 7 1 It g ãl

13 11 Lo 7 A 4 2 51

g 6 6 5 2 36

6 7 2 o 7 3 7 32
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DTSCUS S fON

Examination of Hypothesis I

In line with related. research (Farley, L970; Nogas,

Schweitzer, & crument, L974\ , it was predicted that high

sel-f-esteem patients would obtain lower death anxiety scores

than low sel-f-esËeem patients. lftris hypothesis was not con-

firmect. Hov.rever, there was a itefinite trend in the predicted

direction at thê L0% significance leveI, and a significant

negative correlation between death anxiety and self-êsteem

(eppendix VII, Tables 11 and 12).

TLre studies by Farley (1970) and Nogas, Schr¿eitzer,

and crument (1974) found significant inverse relationships

bet\"teen death anxiety and sense of competence ín male and fe-

male college student populations. Al-though the concêpts of

self-esteem and sense of competence share some theoretical-

overlap, there is no clearJ-y defíned measuring ínstrument for

the sense of competênce. Farley (L970) used structured inter-

views covering interpersonal relationships and feeJ-ings of

sel-f worth. ftrese intervier"¡s were rated by índependent judges,

but presented considerable difficul-t.ies in obtaining a quanti-

tatíve inclex of the sense of competence. To correct this

72
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methodological- problem, Nogas, Schweitzer, and Grument (L974)

used several Cal-j-fornia Psychol-ogÍcal Tnventory scales also

related to interpersonal relationships and feel-ings of self

\^torth. Tl1e fact that both of these studies used death anxiety

scales on which no validation data are available also prêsents

some difficulty for comparison of results from the present in-

vestigation.
ftre significant negative correl-at.ion between ile ath

anxiety and self-esteem in this study is in agreement with

the sígnificant negative correlation betr¿een death anxiety

and sense of competence obtained by Nogas, Schweitzer, and

crument (L974). T'he fact that this study did not find sí9-

nificant ! vatues for me an differences in death anxiety scores

between the high and low self-esteem patient groups may have

been influenced by t:r^ro factors: (l) Èhe smal-l- number of par-

ticipants ín this study, or (2) the decision not to preselect

participants on the basís of clearl-y differentiated levels of

self-esteem, or de ath anxiety as Farley (1970) did. Patíents

in Èhis study were categorized as high or 1or¿ self-esteem

based upon their scores falling above or be l-ow a T-score of

50.00. As a result, some patients who ol¡tained scores slight-

ly above or belo\^t the T-score mean on this continuous variable

were arbítrarily categorized into supposedly non-comparable

groups. The consequent loss of information about clear ¿Iif-

ferences between high and low self-esteem patients may have

reduced the sensitivity of the statistical analysis.
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In differentiating behavioral- coping from self re-
ported death anxiety, it was interesting to note that of the

eight patients who refused to ansvrer the death questionnaires

inclucled in the interview, six patients were in the low sel-f-

esteem group.

Examinatíon of flypothesis 2

It \^tas predicted that patients with an internal- locus

of control orientation woul-d report lower death anxiety than

wouJ-d patients with a chance or powerful others l-ocus of con-

trol oríentation. This hypothesis was not confirmed.

The lack of a rel-ationship bet\,,reên locus of control-

orientation and death anxiety in this study is in agreement

\^/ith the majority of prior researc?r findings (Berman, L973;

Beiman & Hayes, 1973; DicksEein, L972¡ Selvêy, 1973). Íhree

of these studies used Templer¡s Death Anxiety Scale (Berman,

L973; Berman & Hayes, L973) and Boyarts Fear of Death Scale

(Selvey, 1973) " TÌrese are instruments on which validatíon
procedures have been conducted by their respective authors.

lfhe signíficant relationship between ari external locus of
control orientation and higher de ath anxiety reported by

Tolor a¡rd Reznikoff (1967) was obtained wíth a death anxiety

scal-e on which no validation data is avail-a.bl-e. lÍhe forego-

ing studies rnade exclusive use of college students. Thus,

the lack of relationship obtained in the present study ex-

tends this fínding to an additional-, and perhaps more situ-

ational-J-y appropriate, population"
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Examination of Hypothesis 3

This hlpothesis was related to the question of whether

l-ocus of control orientation in conjunction with a

specific situation, leads Ss to bêhave differently from one

another. " (Nelson & Phares, L97L, p. 667). As predicted,

patients v/ith an ínternal locus of control orientation were

significantly more likeJ-y to have made anticipatory prepara-

tions for their possible demise than were patients with a

chance orientation. A discussion of the specific preparations

made by patiênts in this study is presented in Appendix VI.
This h1¡pothesis made no predict.ion about the behavíor

of patients with a powerful othêrs orientat.ion. Such indi-
viduals, also referred to as defensive external-s, have been

characterízed as ". . . people r^7ho behave ín an internal
fashion under certain conditions and in an extremelv externaL

fashion und.er other conditions. " (Hochreic},, L974, p. 544).

Research to date has focused primarily upon competitive,

achievement-oriented situations, and litt1e information has

been accumulated about the behavior of defensive externals

in other situations, such as the one in this study"

Defensive externals, or patients with a powerful

others orientation, ín this study ¿Iíd not signíficantly dif-
fer from either internal or chance oriented patients regard-

ing anticipatory preparations. Ho$lever, the behavior of such

patients li.tith a powerful others orientation in thís regard

was more like that of internal pat.ients, as shovltn in the

following tabLe.
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TABI;E 4

AIITIC ]PATORY PREPARATIONS OF PATIENTS
BASED OÀI LOCUS OF COITTROI., OR]ENTATION

Internal (lt=l7)

Powerful others (N=12 )

chance (N=12)

These results for patients with a powerful others orientation

are 1ogicalIy consistent with the conceptualízation of defen-

sive externality. fhat is, the potential for personal control

is still relevant in that defensive external-s behave like in-

ternals in perceiving their own efforts and those of powerful-

others as the salient factor in obtaining reinforcement. In

encountering failure, they may verbally externalize b l-ame to

powerful others as a mecha¡ísm for anxíety reduction.

Examination of Secondary Hlrpotheses
Treatment Group Differences

Treatment group differences in self-esteem

A positive association was predicted between higher

self-esteem scores and treatment by renal transpl-antation.

Group differênces did not reach statistical- signifícance, but

were in the predicted direction. Furthermore, dial-ysis pa-

tients scored signíficantly higher than transplant patients

on the MMPI Ðepression Scale. Tf:te concurrent finding that

dialysis patients obtained higher depression scores and l-ower

self-esteem scores is in line v¡ith the position adopted by
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some \^rriters (cf . Bibring) that failure to ful-fil-l such com-

mon aspirations as maintenance of individuaf self worth, índe-

pendence, and high regard from others can l-ead to a reduction

in self-esteem and depression as the consequencê (Mendelson,

r.960) .

lhere is general agreement that chronic dial-ysis de-

mand.s a stricter therapeutic regime and affords grêatêr psycho-

l-ogical stress v.7ith fe\^ter outlets for discharge of tension as

compared to renal- tra.nsplantatíon (Cramond, et aL, L967 ¡

Sampson, l-973). The anemia and rêsul-tant low energy ]-eve 1-

inherent ín chronic dialysis often lowers patíents' capacities

to tol-erate littl-e more than limited social interactions t to

a greater extent they are denied the typícal- tension outlets
most people utilize to restore equilibrium; and their anergía

and other physical fail-ure associated with chronic renal- fail-
ure are often more salíent than is the case with transplant
patient.s. Thus, the failure leading to reduced self-esteem

and depression, incl-uding physical failure, is l-ikely to af-
fect most dialysis patients to a greater extent than trans-
plant patients. Gergen (1-968) has empiricall-y demonstraÈed.

that ". . . along the single artd very central dimension of
self-esteem, a person will shift in either a more positive or

negative direction depending on situational influence."
(Gergen, J.968, p. 306) .

Sarnpson¡ s (1973) thesis is that although research has

suggested Èhat patients psychologícalJ-y tolerate dial-ysis less

vüell- than transplantatíon, there ís a necessary period of time
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which must elapse after successful surgery before subj ective
psychological well being is achieved by the transplant pa-

tient. Due to the small number of participants in this study,

the factor of length of timê elapsing since successful_ trans-
pJ-antation was Íìot incl-uded in the statistícal analysis of
this hypothesis. Beard (1971) believes this post-transplant
period to be of six to nine months' duration before patients
begin to experience a return of healthy self-esteem and ac-

tive involvement with the environment r Cramond (1967) feei-s

this post-transplant period of adjustment may last for a year

or longer. Sampson did find, however, that ". . ; despíte

the fact that patients \^¡ith shorter graft survival shor¿ poorer

emotional- and social adjustment than the patients v,/ith longer

survival time, they are neverthel-ess better adjusÈed than the

in-center dialysis patient." (Sampson, L973, p. 11). Further,

The 1-ong term dialysis patient. and the transplant pa-
tient v.rí th shorter graft survival- time are indicated
to experience l-ike problems such as impaired social-
rel-ationships, depressive symptomatology and Ïrome and
fanily stress; hor^¡ever, there is a decided difference
in the degree of severíty with which it effects the
dialysis patient as opposed to the transpl-ant patient.
(Sampson, 1973, p. 11).

Treatment qroup differences in internal locus of control

A positive association was predicted between an in-
Èernal locus of control- orientation and. treatment by renat

transpl-antation. Internal- scores for the tr^ro groups were

nearJ-y equival-ent.

The possibility of a differential survival rate for
patients r¿ith an internal orientation could account for the
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lack of meaningful difference bet\n/een the two treatment groups.

Kilpatrick, MíIler, a¡d Williams (!972) found that a sample of
patients on dialysis for a longer period of time (twenty-three

months ) obtained higher internal scores than díd a sample of
patients whose time on dialysis was shorter (fifteen months).

Consequently, they proposed:

. . . as a sample's mean J-ength of time in dialysis
increases, the composition of the sampl-e will change
because of the delêtion from the sample of individuals
who have been unable to fol-l-ow the js- treatment. regí-
men. (Kilpatríck, Mil-ter, and Wil-l-iams, L972, p" 72A) .

These investigators studied locus of control in relation to

dialysis patients only. Howevèr, since ¡nost transplant pa-

tients have previously been on díalysis and generally in
treatment for a longer period of time, a differential- sur-

vival rate could appl-y to both dialysis and transpl-ant pa-

tients. The present investigatíon did find a significant
negative correlat,ion between length of treatmênt and chance

l-ocus of control- orient.ation for the total patient. popul-ation.

Wil-son, Muzekari, Schneps, and Wil-son (L974) obtained

results contrary to those of KiJ-patrick, Mil-ler, and Williams
(1972). Re-testing of eleven ctialysis patients after an addi-

tional- year ín treatment revealed a signifícant change toward

a r¡¡ore external orientation. Sma11 sample sizes and. varying

treatment lengths in different studies make comparison of re-
sults difficult. VÍithout further investigation, one can only

speculate on the possíbility of a differential survival- rate

for patients wiÈh an internal orientation.
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Treatment qroup differences in powerful others locus of control-

A posítive association was predícted between a powerful

others locus of control orientation and díal-ysis treatment.

Group differences wêre not significant, but \,rere in the pre-

dicteil direction. In addition, the raw scores of hospital
dial-ysis patients revealed a trend. in the direction of hÍgher

powerful others scores as compared with the scores of sel-f-

care dial-ysis patients. This is not surprising since sel-f-

care patients, after an initial- trainíng period, are primaríly

responsible for their o\,¡n treatment, whiJ-e treatment in the

hospital unit is conducted by the nursing st.aff .

Although not statistically significant, these results
do l-end some support to L,êvensonts conceptual distinction and

refinement of the external locus of control construct into
chance and powerful others dimensions. While the I, P, and c

Scales have had somewhat l-imited application because of re-
cency of development, they did reflect to some extent the

differential aspects of control by powerful others in the

hospital dialysis, self-care dialysis, and transplant pa-

tients I treatment situatíons as to thê role played by the

medical- staff.

Treatment qroup differences in de ath anxiety

A positive associatíon was predicted betr^/een higher

death ar¡xiety scores and dialysis treatment. Death anxiety

scores for the t\^¡o groups were nearly equivalent.
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Ttris prediction was based upon the investigator's
príor assumption that the possibility of reÈurning to dialy-
sis ín the event of organ rejection might provide some feel-
ing of security for transplant patients. It was surmised that

if medical progress was less than satisfactory for transplant
patíents, they might experience addítionaL security in know-

ing that Èhey couJ-d return to dialysis. In the case of less

than satisfactory progress for dialysis patients, however,

there is no al-ternative treatment, other than the chance pro-

curement of a matching kidney transpJ-ant.

The powêrfu l- effect of length of treatment on death

anxiety, which predominantly affected transplant patients,

!l/as not anticipated. T1ìe tÍto treatment modal-ities are dif-

ferentially structured. in terms of the quality of l-ife al--

lowed and the degree of pat.ient participation demanded. How-

ever, both are equal in terms of the uncertainty of individual
prognosis and the possibil-ity of death. of the eight fatali-

ties which occurred during the course of this study, five

were patients on dialysis and three were transplant patients.

ftre only other study assessing deattr anxiety in dialy-

sis patíents \"ras that, by Lucas (1972\, who al-so used Templer's

Death Anxiety Scal-e. His respective T-score means of 47.25

and 49.80 for twenty home and twenty hospital- dialysís pa-

tients v¡ere comparable to the T-score means of 50.66 and

49.7O, respectively, obtaíned on sixteen self-care and four-

teen hospital dialysis patients in this study.
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Examínation of Sources of Death Anxiet

The five most anxiety arousíng consequences of death,

in order of frequency of sel-ectíon, were:

1. My death woul-d cause grief to my relatives and

friends.

2. My death might be painful.

3. I coul-d no l-onger care for my dependents.

4. Death means facíng the unknown.

5. I could no longer have any experiences.

According to Becker (L973), fear of oneis death be-

cause it may bring grief to othêrs represents a denial- of our

mortality through the defense of ilisplacement.

One is frightened by the emptiness, the gap that
would be left by onets dis appearance. One canrt
cope easily with it, but one can cope with someone
else's grief over one¡s disappearance " Instead of
experiencing the stark terror of losing oneself as
a disappearing object, one clings to the image of
someone else. (Becker, J.973, p. J.03).

The second concern, that de ath or the dying process

will- be painful, Ïras some logic in this chronically ill popu-

l-ation. Paín is associated r^rith many illnesses and chronic

renal failure is no exception. Some degree of pain is in-

herent in treatment, such as proneness to severe leg cramps

during diai-ysis or extremely painful fístul-a arteriograms.

Transpl-ant patients have endured not only the pain of major

surgery, but some are ar^7are of the íncreased rísk of certain

forms of cancer as a side effect of steroicls, and cancer is

often synonl¡mous r"¡ith a painful death. Thus, if il-lness can
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be painful, thêre is a certain logic in maintaining

thaÈ the ultimate physical faifure must be the ultimate in
pain. ftris Ís not at all necessaríIy true." (Weale, 1973,

p" 39). Lucas (1972) also observed a general fear of the dy-

ing process because of anticipated pain in his interviews

with dialysis patients. Possibly, the promotíon of open dis-
cussions of such fears by the medical staff, and provision of
information to eradicate possible misconceptions, might offer
patiênts some reassurance on thís issue.

Inability to care for dependents as a resuLt of one¡s

death may be related to the fear of an incomplete f-ife, or
premature termination before reaching oJ-d age and seeing one's

children grown and establ-ished on their own. Al-so rel-evant

is a frustration of the l-ífe goals to r,vhich one is committed.

For many patients, because of the difficulty of obtaining

life insura¡ce, the ability to financially provide for one's

famiJ-y rnay be a realistic concern. Professionals working in
this field míght be aferted to thesê concerns arrd utilize
aids in opening l-ines of conrnunication between patients and

spousès, as well as investigating potential resources. For

"I,"rnnt", counselors might explore whether patients and spouses

arê aware of all the financial benefits to whích they are en-

titled. Tt rnigiht al-so be helpful for the patient and family
to discuss future plans for care of dependents. This could

validate the soundness of their decisions, clarify areas of
uncertaínty, or provide alternatives of which they were pre-

viousl-y una$/are .
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Facing the unknoürn aspects of de ath was the other fear

observed by Lucas (L972) in his interviews. At first gIance,

it appears to support the uniqueness of the challenge of

death. However, Neale (1973) adopts the posítion that:

tt is perfectly natural to vronder about the unknown,
and perhaps even to have some trepidation about any
great and permanent change. But to rea1ly fear what
comes next is something else. Those \^*ro are afraid
of what comes after death because it is unknown may
tend to be those who cannot facê the unknown in life.
(tieale, 1973, p. 38).

Hopefully, the present trend by mental health professionals

toward a reversal of the flight away frorn discussing such a

formerl-y taboo or morbid topíc as dêath lvill aid in develop-

ing new philosophies. The decline in formerly held relígious

beliefs, which have not been repl-aced by any al-ternative íde-

ologies, and the resulting void may have highlighted the un-

kno\^rn aspects surrounding death. As Kubler-Ross has said,

if we cannot anticipate life after death, then we have

to consider death." (1969, p. 15).

fhe cessation of experience woul-d seem to be an under-

lying basis for al-I other fears. Although this item was

ranked fifth in terms of iLs anxiety arousing nature, several-

patients mentioned this point of view. Cessation of experí-

ence is the kind of alalysis existentialists encourage in or-

der to discover the real meaning of death in huma¡ existence"

Such confrontation ultimately leads to a transformation of

life values, and ít is only through confronting oners own

de ath that a psychology of life is constructed. From the
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painful real-ization and acceptance of one's mortality and

tenuous existence comes a reassessment of the meaning of
oners life experience. (Koestenbaum, L97L).

Examination of Corrêl-ational Analyses

As part of the discriminant function anal-ysis, corre-

l-ationaL analyses were obtained for each treatment group, as

well as the total patient. population, to assist in interpret-
íng the data collected ín this study. Tlre results of these

correl-ational anal-yses are presentecl ín Appendix VII.
Ttre significant positive correlation between scores

on Templer! s Ðe ath Anxiety Scale and the MMPI Anxiety Scale

is consistent r,úith other studies v¡hích have reported a posi-

tive association between death anxiety and general aJìxiety

(Dickstein, 1972¡ EarLey, L97ot Ïlandal-, 1969; Lucas, L972;

Nogas, et al-, 1974; Ternplet, !973). Ilo\n ever, the significant
positive correl-ation betv/een length of treatment and de ath

anxiety and lack of corresponding relatíonship betweên LengÈh

of treatment and general anxiety supports the concl-usion of

Templer and other authors that death anxíety scaLes are mea-

suring a more specific and circumscribed anxiety than general

anxiety, composed of speciaL and distinct feelings,

specific to the threat of death al-one." (Farley, L97O, p. 29).

The significant posítive correlation in this study

betr^¡een death anxiety and depression ís in agreement v/ith

similar results by Lucas (L972) with female dialysis patients

and Templer (1969, 1973) with psychiatric patients. Templer
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(I971b) found the same relaËionship between death anxíety and

d.epression in retired individuals aged fífty-one to ninety-two

years, and têntativel-y sugrgested that high de ath anxiety in
the eJ-der1y is a concomita¡t of a depressive syndrorne. The

fact that such a reLatíonship ín the present study was sig-
níficant for dialysis patients but not for transplant patients

lends support to Templer's conclusion, since the dialysis
group scored signíficantly higher on depression.

Ho\"¡ever, in his research on the relationship between

de ath anxiety and depressíon in the elderly, Templer also

concluded:

A,pparentJ-y, decline of somatic integrity is ordinarity
not a crucial- determinant of de ath anxiety level. . . .
It is concluded that de ath anxiety is usually related
more to degree of personaÌity adjustrnent and subjective
state of well-being than to reality-based factors; and
it seems reasonable that high de ath anxiety states carr
often be understood in terms of a breakdown of defense
mecha¡isms. (Templer, L97Lb, p. 522).

In the prêsent study, as well as that of Lucas (J"972) on death

anxiety in dialysís patients, the mean Ðe ath Arixiety Scale

scorês were within normal limits. Templer, Ruff, and Franks

(197L) found no rel-ationship between age and death anxiety,

and Templer (197Ib) did not find arry significant relationship
between degree of somatíc pathology and death anxiety. Hor^t-

ever, this study did find a significant positive correlation

between dê ath anxiety and J-ength of treatment, which assumes

a corresponding nearness to death. ApparentJ-y, the relation-

ship between oners physical health, subjective state of well--

being, personality adjustment, and closeness to death is a

complex one requíring further investigatíon.
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Impl-icatíons for Further Research

Length of treatment may have been a confounding vari-
able affecting several findíngs in this study. A greater nurn-

ber of participants would enabl-e the effects of length of
treatment to be controll-ed and all-ow a clearer relationship
of the other variables under investigation.

In testing llypothesis 1, that high seJ-f-esteem pa-

tients would report lower de ath anxiety than tow self-esteem

patients, it r¡tas unfortunate that the limited nuÍiber of par-

ticipants prevented matching the tv,ro sêl-f-esteem groups olt

length of treatment. This study found a significant positíve

correl-ation betv¡eer¡ death a¡xiety and length of treatment.

Patients kept alive by er.traordinary medical procedures may

well see themsel-ves as cl-oser to possibl-e death the longer

they are ín treat¡nent and, indeed, several patients subtl-y

al-luded to or directly verbal-ized this concern. Had it been

possible to match the high arrd 1o\,,2 self-esteem patients on

Iength of treatment, the group differences in death anxiety

míght have been more clearly attrÍbutable to self-esteem level-

\^tithout the confounding powerfr 1 situational- effect of ]-engÈh

of survival by extraordinary treatment. length of treatment

was not calculated in exact figures; patients were categorized

as having been in treatment for periods of less than one year,

one to three years, three to five yêars, or more than five
years. A rough calcul-ation of the data indícated that pa-

tients in the high self-esteem and l-ow death anxiety group

had an average treatment length of three and three-fourths
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years, as compared to t\^/o and one-half years for the low self-
esteem and hígh death anxiety group. F"urther, the significant
positive correlatíon between de ath anxiety and length of treat-
menË predominantly affected transpl-ant patients, undoubtedly

because most Ïrad been in treatment longer than dialysis pa-

tj-ents. In thê high seJ-f-esteem arrd. l-ow death anxiety group,

60 percent v/ere transplant patients, as compared. to trans-

plant patients constituting 4J. percent of the low self-esteem

and bigh de ath anxiety group.

Self-esteem l-evel has been regarded as a relativeJ-y

stable characteristic over time (Linkowskí & Dunn, L974), buL

also responsive to some extent to the situational demands of
one's social environment. (Gergen, 1968). As treatmênt pro-

gresses and patients adjust to their íllness and. treatment

demands, overcome initial medical crises, and. are physically

capable of resuming work and social roles, their effective
coping coul-d lead to greater satisfaction of their sel-f-esteem

need.s. Because of fe\4ter treatment restrictions and. a more

positive quality of tífe possibl-e for transplant patíents, it

is assumed that they have greater opportunities for fulfitl-

ment of self-esteem needs.

However, it woul-d not necessarily be paradoxical for

both sel-f-esteem and de ath anxiety to increase as a function

of length of treatment. Zuehlke and Watkins (1975) worked

therapeutically with terminall-y i11- patients and found that

they demonstrated significantly increased death anxiety and

perceived purpose in life as compared to a non-treated. control
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group. Since post-treatment de ath anxiety scores were withín

the normal range, the authors explained this increase in death

anxiety or¡ the basis that increased awareness of de ath leads

to the admission of previously denied fears. Along with the

acceptance of this reai-ity, patients also perceived their

therapeutic experience in a positive vein, and their lives as

more meaningful and worthwhile.

Hypothesis 2, that internal patients would report low-

er death anxiety than patients with a chance or powerful others

orientation, may al so have been affected by length of treat-

ment influencing both de ath anxiety and locus of control orien-

tation. Ttrere was a significant positive correlation between

l-ength of treatment and death anxiety and a significant nega-

tive correlation bet\n/een length of treatment and chance locus

of control orientation.
lrhere is, of course, the possibility that locus of

control is a deeply ingrained orientation and not influenced

by a situation such as the one under investigat.ion. Hovùever,

in a powerful real-istic situation such as the present one,

hrhich contains el-ements of al-l three control orientations, it

woul-d be interesting to investigate whèther there is a point

in treatment at vthích the situation exerts an effect upon con-

trol orientat.ion. Such a study would require longitudinal-

data ancl a greater number of participants. Wendland (1973),

for exampl-e, suggested the possibíl-ity of increased infl-uence

from external forces during the critica3- period followíng
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disability onset. In males hospitalized. for muscular-skelêtal

impairments, he found that patients with more recent disability
onsets were significantJ-y more external than were patients with
long-term disabil-íties.

Although this finding may suggest a decrease in ex-
ternal control perceptions rlrith advancing chronicity
of disability, a more promising expl-a.nation is that
it represents an increase in the external- perceptions
of the more recentJ-y disabted. In this case, the re-
sult could be attributed to the function of some factor
rel-ated to the initial- reactions to finding oneself
disabled. Ttre S rnay rightful-l-y view his predicament.
as oveqdhel-ming; a perception that is counter to self
determination or personal- control-. Greater reliance
upon êxtêrnal resources for direction and help may
subsequèntly occur during this critical period of time.
(wendland, 1973, p. 184).

Hypothesis 2 was relatêd to the generality of the l-o-

cus of control- construct vís-a-vis de atl: anxiety regardless

of the psychological situation, which may have lowered the

predictive power of the construct (Mischel, !973¡ Rotter,

1975). For dialysis patíents only, there was a sígnificanÈ

negative correl-ation bet\^teen internal l-ocus of control and.

death anxiety. Whether an internal orientation comes to have

greater survival rel-evance for dialysis patients can onJ-y be

speculated on in the present study. Both groups must assume

an active role in their treatment program and face daily re-

minclers of their íIlness, for exampl-e, taking medications a-nd

maintaining a vigil for signs of physícal deterioration. How-

ever, transplant patients may be abl-e to develop some degree

of psychological- distance in contrast to tl.re nearly complete

immersion required of dial-ysis patients. unless complications
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develop, trarspl-ant patients must mal<e onJ-y a bríef out-
patient visit every six to eight weeks, as opposed to díaly-
sis patients being hospital-ized three days each week. In ad-

dition, the potentialJ-y dangerous consequences of dialysis pa-

tients' actíons may be more immediate and direct, as for ex-

ample in risking cardiac arrest resulting from potassium in-
ta.ke or making a fatal error in operatÍng the dialysis machine.

Consequently, dial-ysis patients may perceive a more direct
connection betvteer¡ their actions and. char¡ces for survival and

befieve that they Ïrave a greater personal role ín the success

of their treatment. It would be interesting to explore \^rheth-

er internality has differential meanings for these tvro groups.

InternalíËy vís-a-vis díalysis tre atment invol-ves pat.ients I

adherence to dietary and fluid restrictions for the positive

outcome of survival and mainÈaining onesel-f in good condition

for a possible transpJ-ant. For transplant patients, however,

a salient aspect of internalíty ís taking steroid medications

which, in addition to the positive outcome of preventing re-
jection, may lead to potential- del-eterious side effect,s. Íhe

powerful situational- effects of treatment by dialysis or trans-
pl-antation can exert an infl-uence on patientsr locus of control-

orientations in numerous and. conflícting ways. For exampl-e,

dialysis patients may exercise some control- over ttreir treat-
ment outcome by maintaining rigid fluid requirements and keep-

ing themselves as physical-Iy fit as possible so as to be a

surgical candidate for transpla.ntation. Hov¡ever,

whether or noÈ this opportunity arises is dependent on such
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chance factors as a suitably matched kidney becomíng avail-
able. Similarly, transpl-ant patients may exercise somè con-

trol- over their treatment outcome by taking stêroid medica-

tions. Whether or not they incur harmful side effects may be

perceived by Ëhem as depend.ent upon chance factors. eossibly,

locus of control- as measured by presently available scales,

may not assess all of the relevant aspects of control orien-
tations in this particular powerfully structured. situation.

While other studies have not found a rel-ationship be-

tween death anxiety and age (TempJ-er, Ruff, & Franks, Lg7L),

or degree of somatÍc pathology (Templ-er, 1971b), this study

did find a significant positive correlatíon between death

anxiety and length of treatment, which assumes a correspond-

ing nearness to death. On thê basis that anxiêty arousal is
dependent upon the cognitive appraísal of threat, Beck (L971)

has stated that:
.A,nxiety is enhanced by (I ) appraisal- that the indi-
vidual cannot cope vtith or neutralíze the threaten-
ing object; (2) immediacy of the perceived danger;
(3) unpredictability of when the actual damage will-
occuri (a) high probability attached to the occurrence
of the noxious evênt; (5) high dègree of damage ex-
pected as a result of the noxious event. (Beck,
L971, p. 497).

Ítrese criteria fit the assumption of nêarness to death cor-

responding to increased length of treatmènt for a serious il-l--

ness which linits one's life span and keeps one alive by extra-

ordinary medical procedures. The relationship loetween oners

physical health, subjective state of wel-J--being, personality

adjustment, and closeness to death appears to be a complex

one requiring further investigation.
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Closeness to death may be a necessary but not suffi-
cient condition to elevate death anxiety. The possible in-
teractional- effects of life experiences and personat-íty vari-
ables remain largely unexplored. Feifel and. Branscomb (1973)

sÈudied closeness to death, defíned in terms of whether par-

ticipants were terminal-l-y or seriously i1l, physically dis-
abled, mentally i1-1-, or healthy, and found no relationship to

cle ath anxiety with their own assessment techníques. In con-

trast, however, Feifel, Freilich, and Hermann (L973), studied

heart and cancer patients as compared to healthy individual-s,

and found that ". . . patients cl-ose to ímpending death are

markedly more afraid of death on an unconscious level- than

healthy individual-s. " (Feifel, et al-, L973, p. 165). How-

ever, wíth Feifel-rs emphasis upon differences in death att.i-
tudes at the conscious, fantasy, and "gut" level, their

unique mêthodol-ogy precludes comparison \^rith other studies.

Chronic renal- failure denotes a limited life span, but indi-

vidual- prognoses and the possibiJ-ity of de ath are ambiguous.

Whether this ambiguity hampers índividuals frorn adapting to

the inevitable, as compared to individuals with progressively

deteriorating health and more clearJ-y structured and time

Iimited outcomes due to certain types of cancer, for example,

remains to be studied in comparative fashion.

Seligman's (L975) learned helplessness model could be

appJ-ied to dialysis patients, since this group exhibitecl higher

levels of depression and anxiety than the transplant group.
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langer, ,fanis, and Wolfêr (l-975) instructed surgical patients

in techniques for coping ülith stress. This decreased their
anxiety level and increased their stress tolerance, presumably

because the pãtientsr feelings of helplessness vrere decreased..

Sviland (1971) found that dialysis patients v/ithout effêctive

denial who had high anxiety scores had sígnificantly poorer

rehabilitation and emotional adjustment. Furthermore, dialy-

sis patiênts vtith high depression scores could encounter

greater psychoJ-ogical- difficulties in fo J-J-owing rigid treat-
rnent clemands. All individuals need to periodicalJ-y achieve

a heaJ-thy psychological distance from any source of stress,

in order to recharge their "emotional battery" so to speak,

so as to more objectivel-y and effectively deal with their
probl-èms. Patients with hígh anxiety and depression levels

may be more 1ike1y to become Èotally absorbecl r¿ith their ill-

ness and treatment. By utilizing staff evaluations, ít woul-d

be possibi-e to assess the effect of systêmatic instruction in

coping techniques upon dialysis patients' rehabil-itation and

successful accomplishment of treaËment requirements, as well

as their emotional- adjustment.

Templer, Ruff, and Simpson (l-974b), usíng hospital-ized

mentally i1l patients, demonstrated that sl'mpÈomatic treatinent

of depression al-one resulted in signifícant post-treatment re-

ductions of both depression and de ath anxiety scores. fllrese

results coul-d be replicated with a seriously i1I patient pop-

ulation with corresponding high depression. It would also be



of interest to ínvestigate whether open discussíon and. "-"r::-
atÍon of sources of de ath anxiety serves to reduce patients'
death anxiety scores.

Conc lusion

As Sviland (1971) foun¿l, ". . . continued l-ong-term

hemodial-ysis does not necessarily result ín other medical

problems. " (Sviland, L97L, p. 290). Ilowever, all presentl-y

avail-able modes of treatment pose particular problems, and.

it is not possible to general-ize v¡hich ís preferable without

consideríng each individual's situation.
For example, ?rome dialysis in particular requires

strong emotional family support in terms of the marital ad-

j ustment required. Ðial-ysis nights may be integrated into
faniLy activities with a rêal partnership between the q)ouses

to break up the monotony of preparat,ion and clean up routines.

On the other hand, due to grêatêr famil-y invol-vement in the

patient's treatment, home dialysis may be perceived as an

imposition and additional straín upon the family.

vlhatever the mode of treatment, patients êxperiênce a

considerabl-e degree of anxiety related to regression. lhe

underlying fear is the ult,imate regression to death, which in-

creases the longer patients are in treatment,. As Kubler-Ross

(1974) has pointed out, "There are days rohen the critíca11y

iJ-1- patient wants to talk about brighter things in life and

you cannot schedul-e tal-ks about dying. " (Kubl-er-Ross, 1974,

p. 91). Thus, a critical- factor in talking with patients
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about this topic is repeated patient contacts over tíme and

an alertness to subtle clues in patients I conversations which

point to their readiness and. desíre to tal-k about death.

In describing the omnípresent fear with which pat.ients

face illness and treatment, Vüílliams (1945) v/rote the foltow-
ing.

It is the hard lot of the doctor to know that in the
end he is always defeated; his victories at best are
temporary. Death he can nevêr finally conquer. But
deathrs all-y is fear, and thís a1ly the doctor can
defeat. Let him heJ-p the patient to conquer fear,
and he will win many a skirmish; and if he can never
hope to v¡in the last grim battle, he can at least do
much to rob that ultimate defeat, for his patient and
for the patientrs family, of the terror that is íts
most, grievous paín. (Wil-l-iams, 1945, pp" L97-198).
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ÐEATH ANXTETY SCALE

Befow are a series of items which you are to rate as
they apply to you. Read each statement and decide whether it
is true or mostly true as applied to you, or whether it ís
false or mostly false as applied to you. Rememlcer to give
your o\¡/rl opinion of yourself and to answer each item. ttris
information will be kept confidential- and used anonymously
onlv for research purposes .

I. f am very much afraid to díe.

2. The thought of death seldom enters my
mind.

3. It doesnrt make me nervous when people
talk about death.

4. I dread to think about having to have
an operation.

5. I am not at all- afraid to die.
6. I am not particularl-y afraíd of getting

cancer.

7. The tftoùlght of death never bothers me.

8. ï am often distressed by the way time
flies so very rapidl-y.

9. I fear dying a painfuf death.

10. The subject of life after death troubl-es
me greatly.

l-1. I am reall-y scared of having a heart
aÈtack.

to me.

15. I feel that thê future holds nothing
for me to fear.

12- I often think about how short life
really is. True

13. I shudder vrhen I hear people talking
about a World War III. True

L4. Ttre sight of a dead body is horrifying

True False

True False

True False

True Falsê

True Fa1se

True False

True False

True Fal-se

True False

Truê False

True False

False

False

True False

True False
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APPENDIX IT

CONSEQTJENCE S OF DEATH SCALE

Below are L2 statements related to the meanings or
consêquences of death. Please draw a line through each state-
ment that does not mal<e you feel uncomfortable. After elim-
inating these sEã-tementsl please rank order the remaining
statements. Pl-ace tl.e number "1"" in front of the statement
which makes you feel the 1êast uncomfortalole, the nr::nber 'r2"
ín front of ttre statement-ñGh makes you feel a little more
uncomfortable, and so on. The highest number you use should
be in front of the statement which makes you feel- the most un-
comfortable. Your arls\^ters will be used anonymous lv only for
research purposes.

1. f coul-d no longer care for my dependents.

2. All my plans and projects woul-d come to an end.

3. My death might be painful-.

4. I am uncertain as to what might happen to me if
Ëhere is a l-ife after death.

5. My death woul-d cause grief to my rel-atives and
friends .

6. I could no longer have any experiences.

7. My achievement capacity would end and I would not be
able to accomplish anything of importance.

8. I woufd cease to exist.
9- T coul-d no longer have opportunities to improve my

skil-l-s.

_ 10. I could no longer enjoy life or pleasurable activities
(e.9., hobbies, rêcreation, sports, etc.)

_ 11. t may be all alone and lone1y.

_ L2. Death means facing tl¡e unknown.
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APPENDIX fTT

The renal unit is initíatíng a research program in-
volving the voluntary participatíon of dialysis and transplant
patients. I am a psychologist from the University of Manitoba,
and wil-l- be conducting the study under Dr. Thomson's super-
vísíon.

The purpose of this research is to obtain informatíon
regarding how people cope with a seríous il-lness and a diffi-
cult treatment. Since díalysis and renaf transplantation are
relatively new, you're probably aware that very little psycho-
Iogical research has been done in this area. lÍherefore, our
goal is to gather information regardíng the human or emotional
aspects of illness and Ëreatment, as opposed to the strictly
medical aspects. No treatmènt or staff evaluation will- be in-
cludeil in the study.

Ir11 be collecting resêarch data from the patients by
means of anonl¡mous standardized questionnaires which have been
used in many areas of research. Subsequently, since there are
no standard questionnaires developed for this area, I0l-1 be
conducting confidential interviews with the patients covering
aspects of a serious illness and treatnent. Al-l- information
conveyed to rne d.uring the study will be given either anony-
mously, as on the questionnaires, or regarded as confidential
if given in personal- contacts with the patients. The renal
unit is not interested in knowing any individual-'s ansrøers,
but onJ-y in the overal-l- anonymous results. After the study
has been completed, I'I1 convey to the staff and patients a
ful1 explanation of the research and anonlzmous results.

Naturally, the research is going to arouse a 1ot of
curiosity, which can lead to a major difficulty in doing re-
search in this kind of close settinq. I wanted to mention to
the staff the same problem aloout which I'11 be caut.ioning pa-
tíents. It's critical-ly important that there be no d.iscussion
among the staff or patíents about the research, and particu-
larJ-y about the quêstionnaires f '11- be administeríng. This
is necessary ín order to avoid the possibility of anyone's
ans\^rers on the questionnaires being influenced by comments
from other people. I find that I al-so have to keep reminding
myself of tl.is possibility in talking wíth patients. fhis is
essentíal because any such infl-uence on patients' responses to
the questionnaires could make ít impossibl-e to interpret the
results of the research. fhis woul-d not only mean that the
preparation for this study woul-d be vTasted, but also waste
the time of the patients who are participating ín the study.
Because this is a unit with close and continuous contact be-
tween staff and patients, itrs quite possible that patients
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may questíon the staff about tl:Ìe research. If so, I'd appre-
ciate it if you would suggest that they bring these queslions
up with me. I hope the staff will- al-so feel- free to ask mequestions; I'11 answer questions from patients and staff as
fu1ly as I can whil-e the research is in progress, and. in
complete detaíI when the study is completed.

.A.s a personal favor, t hope you al-l vrí1l introduce
yourselves to me while Itm around the unít. Frankly, f,m a
bit overwhelmed ríght now trying to put names and. faces to-gethêr, but I hope to get to know you individual-ly v*riIe I'm
workingi on the unit.

Sincerely,

Karen B. Blakely
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APPENDTX ÏV

TABLE 5

PRELTMI\TARY T-TESTS ON RAW SCORES OF

HOSPITAL VS. SE],F-CARE DTAT,YSIS PATIENTS

Hosp j-Èa-L

Varíable Ðíal-ysis
Sè1t-Care
Dial-ysis +t value

SEI,F-ESTEEM
M
SD

DEATH A$IXTETY
M
SÐ

REPRE SS TON
pl
SD

ANXTETY
M
SD

DEPRE SS ION
M
SÐ

ITVTERNAI, T.,/C
M
SÐ

POTVERFUL OTHERS L/C
M
SD

CHANCE L/C
M
SD

ANTICIPATORY
PREPARATÏONS

M
SD

N=13
332.77
29.3L

N=14
5.36
3.10

N=14
18.64
2.AI

N=14
16-79
4.29

N=14
29 -7I
6.36

N=L2
34.67
3.78

N=L2
2I.25
11.16

N=L2
23.17
10.34

N=10
1.30
1. 10

N=L5
340. 60

3L.96

N=1,6
5.75
3.67

N=16
20.44
4.A5

N=16
13 .81
10. 20

N=16
28. 13
7.45

$¡=L6
35.88

7 .21-

N=16
15.63
10.83

N=L6
16.69
10.09

N=7
r.L4
0-99

0.66 n. s.
(ð.f.=26)

O.3L n. s.
(df=28 )

1.20 n.s.
(df=28 )

0.85 n. s .
( df=28 )

0. 61 n. s.
(df=28 )

0.50 n. s.
(ð.f=26)

L.27 n.s.
( df=26 )

L. 58 n-s.
(d.f=26)

0.30 n. s.
(df=Ls )

Itwo-tailed t-tests
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TABLE 6

PREL]MINARY T-TESTS ON RAW SCORES OF

DTALYS] S VS. TR.ANSPT,ANT PATIENTS

Variable Dialvsis Transolãnt t r¡a ll r¡ e

SELF-ESTEE}4
M
SD

ÐE]ITH ANXIETY
M
SD

REPR.ESS ÏON
M
SD

AA¡'XIETY
M
SÐ

DEPRESSTON
M
SD

INTERNAL I,/C
M
SD

POüTERFUT OTÍIERS L/C
M
SD

CHANCE r-,/c
M
SD

AAITTCIPATORY
PREPARATTONS

M
SÐ

* L.30 ,r.".
(df=53 )

4 0.36 n. ".(df=55 )

L{ t.06 ,r-.-
(df=55 )

i o.gs rr...
(df=s5 )

I* ¡. 06*
(df=ss )

I 0.42 tr.".
(df=s3 )

{ 0.72 r,...
(df=53 )

f o.r, ,'.".
(df=s3 )

t r.r"**
(df=3 9 )

N=28
336.96

31. 05

N=3O
5.57
3.42

N=30
19.60
4. 13

N=30
L5.20
9.47

N=30
24.47
7.01

N=28
35.36

6.O4

N=28
18. 04
11.33

N=28
J-9.46
10.70

N=l7
1--24
1- 06

N=27
348. L1

32.59

N=27
5.26
2.99

N=27
18.37
4.5I

12.7A
8.53

N=2 7
23.63
5.53

N=27
34.63
6.44

N=2 7
L5.96
8.56

N=27
18 .85
Lo. 25

N=24
2.21
L-38

.f one-taileil t-tests
+ t\,ro-tailed t-têsts
+

* p qi .01
t*pd.05
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TABI,E 7

PRELIMINARY T-TESTS ON RÄW SCORES OF

MAI,E VS. FEMALE PATIENTS

Variable Males Fema] es t ¡¡a I rre

SEIJF-E STEEM
M
sÐ

ÐEATIT AIiI'XTETY
M
SD

REPRE SS ION
M
SD

ANXÏETY
M
SD

DEPRES S ION
M
SD

TNTERNAL L/C
M
SD

POTVERFUI. OTITERS L/C
M
SD

CIIANCE L/C
M
SD

AùITICIPATORY
PR-EPAR.ATIONS

M
sÐ

N=32 N=23
348.03 334.6527.64 36.42

N=33 N=24
4.70 6.422.79 3.51

I
I 1.57**

(df=53 )

++ 2-05*
(df=55 )

N=33 ñ=24
L8.55 19.67 * 1.56*

4 .7L 3 .72 (d.f=ss )

N=33 Ii¡=24
r2.7g 15.79 r r.24**a.4s s.7o (df=55)

N=33 N=24 +24.94 28.38 î L-92*6.74 6.52 (df=ss)

N=32 N=23 +
36.41 33.04 t 2.01*5.26 7 -39 (df=53)

N=32 N=23 +L4.4I 20.65 + 2 -40*
9.57 9.72 (df=53)

N=32 N=23 +
16.88 22.35 + 2.00*9.44 11.01 (df=53)

N=26 N=15 +1.96 1.53 * 0.96 n.s.
I.45 l- . 08 (df=3 e )

* one-tailed t-têsts
I two-tailed t-tests

* p {.05**p 
4l . L0
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TABI,E 8

VART-¡\BT.E T-SCORE MEANS A[iÐ STANDARD DEVIATIONS

FOR EACH TREATMENT GROUP*

Variable Tran spl-ant Dialvsi s

SEIF-E STEEM
M
SD

DEATTI AITXIETY
M
SD

REPRE SS fON
M
SÐ

ANXTETY
M
SD

ÐEPRESSION**
M
sÐ

INTERI{AI, L/C
Ivl

SD

POWERFUL OTTIERS L/C
14

SD

CHANCE r,/c
Ivl

SD

N=27
5L.65
10. 38

N=2 7
49.77
10. o0

N=27
48.49
10. 36

N=27
48.73
9.58

N=27
45.90
8. 28

N=27
49.42
10.39

N=27
44.94
e.49

N=27
49.63
9. L0

N=28
44.42
9.3l"

N=30
50.21
10. 01

N=30
51.37
9.46

N=30
51.1"3
lo.22

N=30
53.69
L7.59

N=28
50.56
9.57

N=28
50.99
Lt. 16

N=28
50.36
1o.79

*T-scores based on sex grouping
**p d.01
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APPEITDIX VI

PAT]ENTS I ANTICTPATORY PREPAR.ê,T IONS

FOR POSSTBIE DEATH

Seventy-six percent of the patients in this study

answered the Anticipato ry Preparations Questionnaire. In

regard to 1ega1 preparations, 49 percent of thê respondents

had executed a vüiII and 70 percent wíth minor chil-dren hacl

made provisions for a 3-egal- guardian. Lucas (1972) found

that approximately one-third of dialysis males had prepared

a wil-l-, and ciÈed L970 statístics which indicated that onJ-y

one-fourth of the general- aduJ-t population had Will-s. Twenty-

four percent of the rêspondents in this study reported having

made religíous or spiritual preparatíons for death. Within

the practical realm, only J.5 percent had obtained information

regarding. funeral- and/or burial- costs. Since several patients

mentioned that they shoul-d have attended to some kind of
preparations for death but had not gotten around to it., this

item may be more anxiety arousing and thus subject to greater

avoidance than the other preparations. Along altruistic

lines, 32 percent had communícated theír desire for charitable

donations in lieu of flowers at theír funeral, a¡d the same

pêrcentage had made arralgements to donate their eyes for

corneal- transplants. lfhi s idea had not occurred to a few

díalysis patients who were waiting for kidney transpl-ants,

and they indícated that they would mal<e such arrangements in

the near future.
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APPENDIX VTÏ

CORRE LAT TONAL ANALYSE S

Several- correl-ational anal-yses werê obtained Ëo

replicate relationships found between the variabl-es in this

study with others which util-ized different populations.

Given the sex differences previousl-y reported on

death anxiety measures (Berman & Hays, 1973; Lester, ]-97]-;

Selvey, 1973; Templer & Ruff, 1-97La, 1"971b) and. on measures

of psychol-ogical discomfort (chesler, L97L¡ Sil-verman, L968),

the finding that females scored significantly higher on the

Death Anxiety Scale and the MMPI Depression Scale is not

atypic a1 .

Since self-esteem has been conceptual-ized as the best

representation of personality strength promoting effective

functioning in a stressful situation (Fitts, L969, L972) , El:,e

negatíve correl-ations with anxiety and depression were not

unexpected. Further, anxiety and depression were positively

corre lated.

Significant correlatíons $tere also obtained which

replicated prior research findings regarding locus of control

orientation. Sel-f-esteem was positively related to internal-ity,

and negatively associated with powerful others and chance

locus of control orientations. hternality was negatively re-

tated to anxiety and depression, chance l-ocus of control was

positively related to anxiety and depression, and the same
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relatíonship was found for powerful others and anxiety as

well as depression. In line with Levenson's (J.971) research

on the development of the I, P, and C Scales, the Chance and

Powerful Others Scales correlated significantJ-y with êach other,
and both were negatively rel-ated to the fnternal Sca1e.

Signifícant sex differences \¡rere found on the I, p,

and C Scal-es. Females scored significantly hígher on the

Powerful Other and Chance Scales, and males scored signifi-
cantly higher on the hternal- Scale. It may be, as Nowicki

has suggested, that sex role expectatíons reinforce internal
responding in maIes, whilê externality is more in agreernent

\,¡ith the behavior expected of females.

Rotterrs I-E Scale was administêred after data collec-
tion had been completed in order to obtain correlatíons with
the I, P, a.nd C Scal-es. T?ìe I-E scale was mailed to fifty
patients (four of the original fifty-four patients hacl died)

and of these, thirty-eight \4rere returned. The correlations
bet\^reen these tv¡o scaLes are presented in Table 9.

TABIiE 9

CORRE I,AT T ONS BEWìIEEN I-E AND T,P,C SCAT,ES

Power ful-
Internals Others Chance F (L, 36)
r= -o.544x 15. L56*

I-E Scäle 12= 0.296
(scored in
externa.l-
direction )

r=0.509*
r2=O - 259

12.599?k

L4 .27 4*

*p (.oI

r=0.533*
r2=O .284



r,engr'h/
Treatmênt

Se 1f-
E steem

DAS
Repr
Anx
Depr
Int
PO
Chance

TABI.,E 10

INTERCORRELATIONS OF VARIABLES FOR TRANS PIÂNT PATIEI{TS (N=27)

0.151 L.000

0.088 0.L09
-o.o79 0.407t *
-0.099 -0 - 118
-0.004 -o.062
-0.151 -0.163
o.297 0.05r

-o.294 -O.Ol8
-o.424** -0.3L9

Length of Self

*p{ .01 **p 4f .05

t_.000
-o.246
0.150

-o.592*
-o .4L4* x

0. 060
-^ ^a'l 

* *
-o.324

1.000
-0.035

0 . 512*
o.24]-
0.188
o.L47
o.057

1.000
0.019
o.464**

-0. l-83
o.232
0.056

L. 000
0.682* L.000
0.170 -o.237 L.000
0.502* 0.565* 0. 078
0.535* 0.551* -0.095

1.000
0.6L3* 1.000



Lengtlì of Self
Variable Sex Treatment Esteem DAS Repr Anx DepF Int PO Chance
Þer* " . ,JUU
I,engl'},/
Treatment -0.010 l-.000

Sel-f-
Esteem 0.283 O.O74

DAS -0.446** O.2L7
Repr -0.150 0.004
An:< -0.317 -O.22OÐepr -0.327 -0. L57
ïnt 0.288 0.030
PO -0.332 -0.365Chance -0.139 -0. 33 7

TABIJE ]-1

INTERCORREL,ATÏONS OF VARIABLES FOR DIALYSIS PATIENTS (N=27)

*p { .01 **p d.05

L. 000
-0.503*
-0. 105
-o .646*
-0. 588*
0.389**

-o.24L
-o.225

L.000
o.L42 l.OOO
0.615* 0.025 L.000
0.476** 0.353 0.725* 1.000

-0.535* -O.329 -0.416**-0.354 1. OO0
-0.00I -o.o24 0.232 0.230 -o.265 1.000
-0.021 -o.oo3 0.396** 0.368 -O.l-19 0.655* 1.000

Po
\0



Lengt-.]n/
Treatment

Self-
E steem

DAS
Repr
Anx
Depr
ïnt
PO
Chance

TABI,E L2

INTERCORREI,ATTONS OF VARIABLES FOR

DIALYSIS AND TRANSPIANT PATIEITTS (N=54)

0.064 1.ooo

0.183 0.091
-o.276** O.297*x
-o.L24 -0.054
-0.169 -0.151
-o.249 -0.159o.292** 0.040
-0.313** -0.230_o.278x* _0. 329**

L,ength of Self

*p 4.ol **p (.05

1- 000
-0.378*

o. 030
-0 . 618*
-o.503*
0. 208

-o.324**
-o.2"15**

1.000
0.058
0.570*
0.383*

-o.L76
0. 056
0.014

L.000
o.o22 1.000
0.396* 0.705* l_.000

-o.249 -0.LL9 -O.294*0.087 0.338* 0.350*
o.o27 0.459* O.442*

l-.000
-0.105 1-000
-0.L06 0.633x 1.000
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APPENDIX vÏII

PATIE$¡T TNTERVIEWS

An additional facet of this study was the investiga-
tor's desire to gain a greater understandíng of hovr patients
cope $/ith a seríous íllness and difficul-t. treatment, as h¡ell-
as the consequences of a serious ill-ness.

In talkíng with terminal cancer patients, Hinton
(1975) found that "If the spouse indicated that the marriage
Í/as a happy and successful- one, both they arld the interviewer
(who init,ially knew nothing of the qual-íty of their rel-ation-
shíp) found much less depression, anxiety or anger in the il-l-
patients." (Hinton, L975, p- LO2). lvhile this issue was onl-y
of tangential interest in this study and was, therefore, not
quantitativel-y assessed, this investigator's subjective obser-
vations were in accord with those of Hínton.

Lucas (1972) found that a majority of mal-es on dialy-
sis reported that t?reir qríves had provided the greatest as-
sistance in he1-ping adjust to their il-Iness. SímiJ-arl-y, 80
percent of the patients in this study credited family and
medical- staff support as their most valuable coping resources.
Pat.ients were moved by the quality of staff concern and dedi-
catíon to their welfare; one remarked that the personal- con-
cern of the unit Ðirector improved her physical, as well as
emotional-, condition. It appeared that optirnal spouse con-
cern and support not only provided a vehicle for patients to
share their feelings, but that an understanding yet not overl-y
slzmpaËhetic spouse seemed to be a valuable resource in helping
patients contend vtith recurring depression.

However, 14 percent of the patients interviewed re-
ported clistress over the lack of understandíng from family
and friends regarding their ill-ness and lack of enerçty or
comprehension of the difficulties involved in dialysis treat-
ment. A possible basis for this l-ack of understanding may be
Ëhe fact that dialysis patients, with some exceptions, gener-
ally do not appear to be i1l-. Low hemoglobin level and conse-
quent anergia are not outv/ard Iy visible to others. There is
also the common misconception that if a patient ís undergoing
treatment, without knowing the ramífications of such treatment,
then all is weII.

Several patients e>.pressed anger at being pressured by
their families to participate in some actívities for which
they dict not Ìrave sufficient energy. A transplant patient,
whoée condition had severely deteriorated whíle on dialysis
and wÏÌo stil-l- cannot work for extended periods wíthout resting,
felt that others sometimes perceive him as lazy. Another
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transplant patiênt \^ras irritated that he had received no
visits from friends while undergoing dialysis, as r"¡ould Ïrave
been the case had he been hospitalized for a straightfoñ',/ard
operation, and by ígnorant corrunents from people who perceived
dialysis as "a breeze." In contrast, two female patients,
\¡rho had childhood histories of renaf problems, found it diffi-
cul-t to ileal with continued overprotectiveness and beíng per-
ceived as fragile.

Patients were also asked the best and worst possibJ-e
things thaÈ coul-d happen in terms of their present treatment
modality. Not surprisingly, 100 percent of the dialysis pa-
tients mentioned a transplant as the best. Of these, 33 per-
cent specified a transpl-ant without complicaÈions. As one pa-
tient who had already experíenced two transplant rejections
expressed ít, this would be worse than his present situation
because he was currently doing weII on dialysis. Earlier in
treatment wÏren he "didn't know any better, " his tol-erance for
complicationF r,rras hígher, but a long standing stabilized con-
ilition had raised his expectations.

Fifty percent of the transplant patient.s \^tere well
satisfied with their status quo, and said " things coul-dn't
be better." Ten percent r¿ould ?rave l-iked a better funcÈion-
ing transplant and were concerned about how long theír present
one would last. TTVenty percent expressed hope for reduced
side effects from steroids, or that d.octors would be able to
treat any that did occur, or develop a drug to permanently
prevent rejectíon.

For 88 percent of the transplant patients, their pre-
transplant expectations had been ful-filled or surpassed. Many
were ar^Iare that it r^tas a temporary reprieve from dialysis;
for some their graft had already been functioningi longer than
original-ly expected. one patient felt that it would have J¡een
easier to return to dialysis had his transplant l-asted only
two or three years as anticipated, but after more than five
years Ìre would have to learn to accept dialysis all over again.

Regarding the l^¡orst that could happen, 90 percent of
the transplant patients referred to rejectíon or having to go
bacl< on dial-ysis. Ten percent mentioned dying or developing
any form of cancer as a consequence of taking steroids.

The majority of dial-ysis patients said that the i^lorsÈ
Ëhat coul-d happèn would be to die (42 percent), or to regress
to their former l-evel- of acute ill-ness or become very iJ-I and
be totally dependent (37 percent).

one salient factor emerged in patients r responses to
Èhe above question. Within each treatment group there is con-
siderable underlying anxiety related to regression. For dialy-
sis patients, the fear is regression to deat-?r or total dependence.
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Transp.l-ant patients verbal-ized considerable anxiety over thepossibílity of regressing back to dialysis. One transpla¡t
patient sËi1] had to fight back tears \"zhen talkÍng about his
dial-ysis experiences. Another rêferred to his "total abhor-
rence" of clialysis, saying it was a part of his life he hád
"wiped out, " and said he would commit suicide rather than re-
turn to dialysis.

Thirty-three percent of the patients reported that
they never thought of chroníc renal- failure as fatal, or that
a shortened life span may have been of brief concern \^ihen
initially diagnosed, just beginning treatment, or during acute
il-lness, but no longêr. One transpl-ant patient specificaLl-y
expressed. greatêr fear of "getting sick again" but nêver
thought of the possibiLity of ilying. Of this group who ver-
ball-y denied any current death fears, 78 percent were trans-
pl-ant patients. l[hus, despite the significant positivê cor-
relation bet\^reen length of treatment and death anxiety for
-transplant patients, some exhibited reactíons in tÏÌe inter-
views in line with that described by Crombêz and Lefebvre
(L972). fhese authors described transplantation as provid-
íng a new "screen" defense against de ath anxiety, to wit:
"TransplantaÈion is invested !ì¡ith magical powers, by which
death is thrown back into the past and free access opened to
an unlimited future. " (Crombez & Lefebvre, 1972, p. SS-20).
Hol,¡ever, the same patient often exhibits considerable vari-
ance ín his wilJ-ingmess at arly point in tíme to discuss feel-
ings about death. ghe fact that t-he investigator Ìrad more
continuous contact with dialysis patients over an extended
period of time, and occasionalJ.y happenêd to talk with them
at an opportune time, as compared. to transplant out-patients,
may have ínfluenced the foregoing results.

An equaL number of patients (16 percent) indicated
never Ïraving had the desire to talk \^rith anyone regarding
their feei-ings about death as those who had done so. Of thë
l-atter group, mosÈ had not found iÈ helpfuJ- because of the
frustrating inabiJ-ity of their spouses to discuss what thêy
perceived as a morbid subject.

fhirty percent of the paÈients said they would pre-
fer death to continuing to live under certain circumstances.
Most often mentioned hrere total dependency resulting from a
stroke, paralysis, or blindness, which patients sometimes re-
ferred to as a "living death" or being "buried alive.u Two
patients said it woul-d be better than suffering severe physi-
cal deterioration and becoming a burden upon their famil-ies,
and tåree said it would be prefera.bl-e to the alternative of
being on dialysis "forever. "

For 19 percent of the patients, death was too anxiety
arousing a subject for discussíon. flris was communicated in
such st.atements as trying noÈ Èo think about it very much and
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having no desire to do so, or being too frightened or de-
pressed by such thoughts. A few patíents vrho were unabl_e to
deal with this topic for af}y length of time admitted consider-
able anxiety in between flitting back arrd forth from irrele-
vant topics to their ill-ness and its consequences. One pa-
tient riras unable to talk about death at all in relation to
his iIlness, but after blocking that avenue of convêrsation,
continued througrhout the interview to insert references to
death in terms of various hazardous occupations and other
dangerous situations. Another laTas unable to discuss any as-
pect of hís iIlness, and avoided deal-ing r,\¡ith any emotional
topics by focusing the interview exclusively on the machine
and dialysis procedure.

Of the patients ¡,rTho had given considerable thought to
imagining vthat death would be like, several had traditional-
reJ-igious conceptions. fhese ranged from a belief that one
is tested by struggles on earth for a Later and better l-ife
in heaven, certainty of the existence of a supreme being al-
though not necessaríly God as traditionally conceptual-ized,
to "peace" and a belief in reincarnation. One patient de-
fined death as "no feeJ-ing, yourre no pl-ace," and another as
"total thought, " rejecting the traditional conception of
heaven and heLl- but believing that the soul survives in some
kind of energy form.

Many patients exhibited marked ambivalence in their
discussions of death. Feifet (1969b) has described this am-
bivalence as ". . . a subtle equiJ-ibristic balance betweên
realistíc acceptance of personal death anil its símul-taneous
reject,ion. Denial- of de ath is chaperoned by a coexisting
real-ization of advancing death. Avoidance, anxious hope, un-
easy resignation, calm acceptance--a1l- display themselves in
fluctuating array. " (Feifel-, L969b, p. 670). patients on
varying occasions appeared to vacillate between statements
which indicated an acceptance of dying whenever one's time
comes, Iearning from childhood experiences to live ore day at
a time, and so oÌ1, to admissions of fear or unreadiness should
they J-earn that, death was imminent.

Because of its final-ity, death may be an inherently
ambival-ent area. Ho\"¡ever, tÏle nature of chronic renal failure
and treatment therefor may to some extent add to this ambiva-
lence, since indivídual- prognosis and the possibility of deaÈh
is ambiguous. Some patients pull- through acute crises; others
may die suddenly and unexpectedly. Tt was often difficult to
ascertain whether patients sometimes simply did not wish to
confront their underlying feelings regarding the gravity of
their situation, or whether they fel-t Ëhat since it was point-
Iess to worry about a possible future occurrence, the best ap-
proach \^tas to continue with Ëheir life activities as best they
coulil and enjoy life as long as possible. Because of Èhe
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Èemporary nature of the relationship vTith these patients in
a research study, the interviewer i,rtas apprehensive about
probíng into patientsr verbal contradictions and ambivalence.

Hohrever, it was the investigator!s impression that
many patients utilized suppression, rather than repressíon,
in their discussions of death. ÍLre importance of having an
empathic lisÈener av ai l-a.b i-e when patients are psychologicall-y
ready to ventilate their feel-ings appears to be essential.
For exampLe, one patient verbalized his or^rn concerns about
how long Ïre coul-d survive on dial.ysis in relation to the death
of another patient which had occurred several months earlier.
Another explicitJ-y stated hís unwil-l-ingness to discuss such
an upsetting subject just after the sudden death of a paÈient
\"rho had been on dialysis for a number of years, and admitted
heavy relíance upon control over his feelings and all-owing
others to know him onJ-y at a superficial Ievel. As cutter
(L970) poínted out., " lfhe death of someone close forces indi-
viduals to eval-uate their own termination, a subject most
seek to avoid." (cutter, L97O, p. 46). Apparently, the
death of another díalysis patíent necessitates temporary
avoídance because of overwhelming anxiety, until- the passage
of time allov¡s sufficient distance for conscious defenses to
subside and enables patients to deal with their feelings.
Because of their possible deatl¡, the risk of becorning too in-
volved with other patients was directly referred to by only
one patient, but this feeling was also subtly perceived to
exist in other patients.

Patients' initial reactíons to their diagnosis of
chronic renal failure can be divided ínto four general cate-
gories: denial, anxiety, relief, or anger. fl¡ese are over-
l-apping rather than discrete categories, r^tith some patients
mentioning more than one reaction.

From previous reports in tl1e litèrature, it was not
surprising that denial- $ras most often menËioned. ftrirty-
three percent of the patients reported this reaction, and
this figure is undoubtedly a conservative one, since nearJ-y
40 percent of the patients could not recall their initial- re-
action.

Many patient.s rel-ated what Weisman (L972) Ïras referred
to as "first-order denial." fhis hras often expressed throug*r
denial of the need for any treatment beyond medication and
díet rnanagement, with the accompê-riying belief that foll-owing
the doctor's orders and taking care of oneself would maintain
good health. Freguently, patients remembered resisting the
need to institute dial-ysis whíle they stil-l- had some kidney
function remaining.

There \^tere a].so nilrnerous indications of " second.-order
denial, " referring to the inferences that a patient does or
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does not make about thê extensíon and implications of his i11-
ness (Weisman, L972). When initially diagnosed, one patient
remembered his determination to "lick it I chronic renal faiJ-ure]
and get well- and be perfect again. " Another patient, who as-
sociated transpl-antaÈion with cure, refused. to answer somê
questions on thê basis of not being sick.

For L7 percent of the patients, the diagnosis of
chronic renal failure led to overürhelming anxiety, especially
on learning that there was no cure. Patients reporting this
reaction \^tere generally gíven no ínformation regarding the
possibility of dialysis treatment at thê tíme of diagnosis,
possibJ-y because they vrere diagnosed by physicians not assocí-
ated wíth a renal unit. If death fears were alluded to by
patient.s, generally they were not adequately dealt with by
the original physician.

A discouraging number of patients (30 percent) re-
ported a feeling of relíef on being diagnosed, often mention-
ing their prior inability to adapt to the unknown. often
these \"rere patients $tho $rere ill for a considerable period
of time a¡d had sought medicaL attention, but did not receive
proper diagnosis. Sometimes they were label-ed as a "hl1)o-
chondriac, " suffering from nerves, or "suburban housewife
syndrome, " and began to doubt t?¡emselves as a result. On
occasion, rapid deterioration in their condition resul-ted in
acute illness and fortuitous l-ast-minute referral to the
dialysis unit.

Not surprisingl-y, the anger reported by 30 percent of
the patients was often related to their perception of unneces-
sary sufferíng due to l-ack of correct early diagnosis and
proper foJ-loro-up treatment.

In descríbing which aspects of treatment had been
most difficul-t to cope r/\tith, 16 percent of the patients re-
ferred back to their period of either lack of correct diag-
nosis or subsequent ignorance of availabl-e treatment. one
patient, who hait heard of occasional renal fail-ure fatalitiês,
assumed that his il-lness was terminal during the first three
weeks after diagnosis. When he first learned of dialysis,
he imagined it to be like the artificial- lung, requiring per-
manent attachment and a life of complete machine dependence.
This s ame patient was one of the I percent ù7ho felt that a
critical coping factor in treatment was Èo be able to dialyze
at home and to " l-ive essentially a normal l-ife."

In vievr of the ímproved quality of l-ife permitted by
transpl-antation, it was not unexpected that transplanË pa-
tients described various facets of dialysis as being t?re most
difficult to cope \"tith in treatment. An exception to this v¡as
the mention by one dialysis patient of a transplant rejection
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causing partícular problems, not only because of disappoint-
ment but. ¿lue to a significantly changed physical_ appearance
and weight gain.

Most patients (76 percent) referred to the salient
characteristics of ttreir restricted quality of J-ife due to
dialysis treatment: the time demands of treatment and long
hours on the machine, diet and fluid restrictions, inability
to travel or disruption of retirement plans, and tension due
to the pain and potential. problems assocíated with inserËing
needles during venipuncture.

Reíchsman and L,evy (1974) referred to the first síx
months on dial-ysis as the "Honelmoon period,,' defining it. as
a ". . . period of marked improvement, physical and emotional
. . . accompanied by a marked emergence of joie de vivre, con-
fidence, and hope." (Reichsman a, Irevy, L97a, p. 36). Ito\,úever,
5J. percent of the pat.ient,s in thís study cited their physical
adjustment to dialysis during the first year of treatment as
one of their most difficult copíng periods. In addition to
Iack of energy and the unpredictability of not feel-ing \¡¡el-l-,
or often feeJ-ing worse after a dialysis run, they found ít
difficul-t to accept, their nevrr limitations and mood swings, or
to tol-erate being around other people for any length of time.

The guilt of self doubt and fear of total physical
regression were also prominent feelings during the early
phase of treatment,. One neür dialysis patient, who was unable
to \ntork on the days after dialysis runs, was struggling with
the issue of whether hê \nras realIy that sick or was forming
the bad habit of not going to work on those days, thinking he
was more tired than Ïre really was. High expectaÈions for phys-
ical improvement from dial-ysis l-ed to mood swings and feelíngs
of despondency in a new patient, wh.o admitted that if his
present state of 1ow energy and general malaise was "going tobe the way it is from now on, it woul-d be very very hard to
accept." The inabiliÈy to carry on former act.ivities, some
of which required onl-y minimal effort, occasionally made him
feel "stupid." Another patient was frightened by minor prob-
lems wíth eye-hand rnotor coord.ination and decreased concên-
tration abil-ities while on ilialysis, not knowing to rohat de-
gree these deficits \ntoul-d extênd.

Several of the patients who had been on dialysis for
a number of years and whose hope for a transplant. had great.ly
diminished, sometimes for physical- reasons, e:4rerienced con-
siderable difficuJ-ty in coping rríth their physical deteriora-
tion and uncertainty for arry improvement. One patient, who
did not require a bíIateral nephrêctomy for the first five
years on dialysis, was subsequently required to readjust to
dialysis. Not only was he then more dependent on the mactrine,
but his resulting inabil-ity to htork for art extended period of
time after surgery led to total depend,ence on his fami3-y.
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Consequently, ít appeared that his prior adjustment by denial
of illness and perceived superiority to more dependent pa-
tients, as well- as his inability to compensate for his sËrong
dependency needs, led to severe depression and emotional prob-
lens prior to his dêath.

several patients reported significant effects on
their life style or role fulfillment, íncluding their ina-
bility to fulfill farnily responsibi lities. Two fêmale pa-
tients reported instances of Ëense and anxious behavior in
their chíldren which \^/ere dírectJ-y related to thêir illness.
One patient referred to three non-productive years at a
critical time in his professional- training, and the difficul-ty
of regaining confidence in himself and his abilities after re-
suming his eollege studies. Another was wrestLing with the
morrotony of not working and concerned about future employment,
inasmuch as his illness precluded returning to his former oc-
cupation. A few patients had experienced permanent deÈri-
mental effects on their careers and accomplishments, and. were
despondent at not having been abl-e to achieve sufficient in-
dependence from their parents.

VÍhen asked what they had learned about thêmselves as
a resul-t of illness and treatment, 30 Percent of the patients
responded in the negative. fhis may have reffected Èheir re-
liance upon the mechanism of denial, as a fel^t mentíoned that
it would be too upsetting to think about their situaÈion very
much. Eighteen percent reported less emphasis upon planning
for the future and greater enÚ:oyment of the present. one pa-
tient said that since life is very short, he tries to appre-
ciate each day.

For a number of patients, their experiences had been
gro\4tth enhancing. Eighteen percent discovered that they pos-
sessed prêviously untested strengths, J"5 percent had grown
spirituatJ-y and were l-ess materialistic, and 9 percent re-
pórted being less frustrated noviT over minor problems. Filteen
þercent had gained increased self acceptance and increased
èloseness as a famiJ-y unit, and 9 percent subsequently ?rad
greater understanding of and empathy for othersr ill-nesses.
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APPENDTX fX

ÏMPLTCATTONS FOR TITERAPEUTTC INTERVENTION

It is clear that the aspects of a serious iLlness and
treatrnent demands with which chronic renal faiture patients
must cope is an unenviabl_e situation. The numerous difficultiesconfronting patients suggested several potential problem areasto which counsel-ors \^rorkíng in the field should bè al_erted.

In-famil-y organ donation can be a highJ_y sensitivearea. Vilith adolescent patients in particulai, þarents mayexert considerable pressure upon rel-uctant siblings to doãate,
without, the knowledge of the medical staff. In the case ofadult sibling d.onors, al-truistic motives may conflict wíthanxiety and reluctaf¡ce, to produce guilt anã avoid.ance.
!Íhether or not it is explicit.ly verbalized, a major source
of guilt for the recipient in addition to depriving a healthy
non-patient of an jmportant organ, is the potential j eopardy
and certain pain of major surgery that the donor must undergo,for a very different motívation from that of the recipient.
Íhe recipíent's desire to red.uce the number of dial_ysis treat-
ments in any way possíbIe, and angry impatience ovei delays
caused. by perceived avoídance on the part of tbe donor, aditsto the recipientrs burden of guilt. Ítre resulting pattern of
avoidance by both parties of an emotional_Ly sensitive area
may j eopardize their subsequent interpersonâl relationship,
unl-ess it is dealt \"ri th directly.

In the case of a cad.aver donor, guilt is rêduced but
stilI present. Patients may feel- like vul-tures, waiting
around to cannibal-ize the spare parts of unfortunate accident
victims. However, in the rare event of the child cadaver
d.onor, guíIt may be particularly long lasting and. pervasíve.

Íhere is also the problem of what Lifton (1967) has
ref erred. to as guiJ-t over ' survival priority. , Ä,s l_,if ton de-
veLoped thê concept from his studies of Hiroshima victims,Ithe survivor's unconscious sense of an organic social ba1-
ance . . . makes hím feel- that his survival was purchased at.
the cost of another's.¡ As Foster, Cohn, and Mcxegney (i.9?4)
applied the concept to hemodíal-ysis, they posited that pa-
tientsr indífference to group life on a renal unit not only
insulates them against the ever-present possibility of immi-
nent death, but easês survival guilt by defendíng against re-
sponsibility for another!s death. In addition, however,
there is also the possibility of patients experiencing guilt
when they receive a kidney transplant prior to oÈher patients
rúho are having a much morê difficul-t timê on dialysis, or who
have been awaiting one for a I-onger period of time. Several
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of the patients who expressed such feelings were also uncom-
fortable about not having maintained contact. with some of thepatiênts vrho \"¡ere stiÌI on dialysís, and "transpl-ant priority"
guilt was suspected as one of the reasoÌts therefor.

Counselors shoul-d be av¡are of ,f anis' (L958) studies
in working vüith patients v/ho are transplant candidates, as
well- as those l-ikely to undergo other kínds of surgery in the
regular course of treatment. Janis' extensive work with sur-gical patients demonstrated the effect of pre-operatíve emo-
tional reactions upon post-operative outcome, and the importance
of appropriate preparatory connunications for surgicaL candi-
dates.

For dialysís patients in particular it would appear
beneficiaL to provide a professíonaI counselor who can func-
tíon in the rol-e of reality testíng. One patient reported
doing more thínking about herself whil-e on dialysis than at
any other time in her life, and statements by other patients
in this study reflected the s ame process. ¡Tot only do the l-ong
hours on dialysís all-o\4r time for taking stock of onesetf, but
the situation precludes escape from constant reminders of i11-
ness and personal shortcornings. Under these circumstances,
guilt over past rnisdeeds or failures appears to be magnified.
Patients are more likely to talk openly wit*r someone not di-
rectly invoLved in theír treatment, especially in a smaLl
chronic unit with close staff contact.

In a chronic unit r¿ith close staff-patient contact,
there is always the possibiJ-ity of interpersonal confJ-ict due,
for example, to patients' passive-aggressive non-compliance
v/ith treatment demands or acting out based on underlying fear,
As a liaison between patients and staff, professional counse-
Iors coul-d ease such tensions through psychological interpreta-
tions of patients¡ behavior arrd suggest different approaches
to specific problems to hel-p the staff work more effectively
with patients.

In addition, counselors could provide the staff with
information important in the carê of seriously iIl chronic pa-
tienÈs, such as their rêactions to and perception of their
illness and. treatment, ongoing relationships with significant
other people in their lives, and perceptions of the staff.
Counselors coul-d al-so assist in helping to discriminate indi-
vidual differences in how much realistic information patients
desire about their illness and treatment, or point out infor-
mational gaps or misperceptions that need to be clarified by
the medical- staff. There may also be the need to assisË some
staff members in $¡o rking out their own feelings about cleath.
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